BUDGET & RESOURCES SCRUTINY COMMITTEE –
January 2022 Budget Challenge Meetings:
Wednesday 5 January 2022 (7.00pm)
Tuesday 11 January 2022 (7.00pm)
Thursday 13 January 2022 (7.00pm)
Tuesday 18 January 2022 (7.00pm)
TIME:

7.00 pm

VENUE:

On-Line

ADDITIONAL PAPERS:
Item 4: Draft Council Budget 2022/23 and Medium-Term Financial Plan
2022/23 to 20225/26
Outline Business Cases
1. Pressures – Annex A (Pages 2 to 39)
2. Reductions and Income Growth – Annex B (Pages 40 to 62)
3. One-Off Pressures – Annex C (Pages 63 to 91)
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Deputy Chief
Executive

Chief Executive

Directorate

P22-1L
P22-2L
P22-3L
P22-4L
P22-5L
P22-6N

Business Case
Reference

P22-13N
P22-14N

Environment &
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Planning &
Placemaking

P22-17L
P22-18L
P22-19L
P22-20L
P22-21L
P22-22N
P22-23N
P22-24N
P22-30N
P22-28N
P22-29N
P22-36N

P22-34N

P22-16N
Law & Governance P22-33N

Finance &
Resources

P22-7L
P22-8L
P22-9N
Children's Services P22-10N
P22-11N
P22-32N

Adult Services

Service Group

Pressure

Learning Disability (LD) Services
Learning Disabilities
Older People
Physical Disabilities
Mental Health (MH) and Autism Services
Community Support Team
Total Adult Services
Home to School Travel
Children with Disabilities
Children's Social Care Placements
Regional Adoption Agency
Adoption Rate Review
Children's Social Work
Total Children's Services
Microsoft Licences
Insurance Premiums
Total Finance & Resources
Additional Legal Staff to cover Children's Social Care Cases
Councillors Allowance
Total Law & Governance
Planning Specialist Post
Total Planning & Placemaking
Demographic Growth - Waste Contracts
Demographic Growth - Landscape Maintenance
Demographic Growth - Highways & Street Lighting Maintenance
Gully Emptying
Highways Adoption
Residual Waste Tonnage
Waste Contamination
RWTF Insurance
Commissioning 2023
Sponsorship Income
Flood Risk Role
Envrionmental Records Centre/ Natural Envionment Partnership
Total Environment & Property
Grand Total

Summary of Pressures 2022/23 - 2025/26

1,626
164
390
95
625
2,900
289
85
250
624
47
47
(20)
(20)
475
49
103
280
1,750
2,657
6,208

£000s

£000s
2,078
159
602
264
571
316
3,990
440
180
264
53
86
121
1,144
163
41
204
75
60
135
54
54
379
46
101
50
536
80
170
87
50
25
1,524
7,051

2023/24

2022/23

380
169
489
95
459
1,592
339
94
253
686
420
52
105
577
2,855

£000s

2024/25

380
169
504
95
459
1,607
345
103
256
704
303
54
107
464
2,775

£000s

2025/26

4,464
661
1,985
549
2,114
316
10,089
1,413
462
1,023
53
86
121
3,158
210
41
251
55
60
115
54
54
1,577
201
416
50
280
536
80
170
1,750
87
50
25
5,222
18,889

£000s

Total

ANNEX A
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-1L

Emily Darlington
Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services
Victoria Collins
Group Head of Adults
Amanda Griffiths
Head of LD, MH and Autism
Sarah Nickson
50000963
Learning Disability (LD) Services - There are a number of young people with LD reaching
adulthood who require support from Adult Services in supported living placements . The number
of transitions in 21/22 was 61 with 27 provided packages of care (average £68k per package).
2022/23 is also an exceptional year in terms of the number of young people transitioning to
Adults Services (59 transitions anticipated).

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
DEMOGRAPHY
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
MEDIUM
per annum
Financial Summary
Profile

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Transition pressure for LD

2022/23
£'000
2,078

2023/24
£'000
1,626

2024/25
£'000
380

2025/26
£'000
380

Total
£'000
4,464
0
0
0
0
0
4,464
14,329

Total In Year
2,078
1,626
380
380
2,078
3,704
4,084
4,464
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The pressure for 2021/22 was understated for transitions (cost circa £1m v £0.380m pressure build into the budget). This has created an
overspend in year. The revised budget pressure reflects the shortfall from 2021/22 plus the new transition cohort in 2022/23.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
It is not possible to fully mitigate the financial pressure of transitions cases in 2022/23 and beyond due to the increased volume,
therefore the budget would be overspent. Some cases may be eligible for CHC joint funding however the DST assessments can only
begin a short period of time before the service user turns 18 meaning the funding is not guaranteed ahead of budget setting and it
would be prudent to assume the package is fully ASC.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Analysis has been conducted to review the number of transitions from Children's services entering Adult Social Care during 21/22 (total
61, 27 with packages of care) and 22/23 (total 60, 25 estimated to have packages of care).
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Using Transitions information, we have estimated how much support and care services users will need, and therefore the cost of their
package of care once they have transferred to Adult Services. The cost incorporates 12 months of transitions packages from 21/22 and
8 months for 22/23, since packages normally start in July following the service user leaving education and/or becoming an adult (18)
and therefore becoming ASC funded.
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information
2021/22 and 2022/23 were exceptional years in terms of the number of young people transitioning to Adult Services. The increased
pressure in 2023/24 reflects the full year impact of service users who have transitioned part way through 2022/23.

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure
Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-2L

Emily Darlington
Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services
Victoria Collins
Group Head of Adult Services
Amanda Griffiths
Service Manager
Sarah Nickson
50000963
Learning Disabilities - Care costs in relation to support breakdown due to ageing parent carers no
longer being able to support service users. On average, three people require a package of care
per year as a result family breakdown.

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
DEMOGRAPHY
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
MEDIUM
per annum
Financial Summary
Profile

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

Increase in activity demand, due to ageing parent carers
159
164
169
169
Total In Year
159
164
169
169
159
323
492
661
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This is an on going pressure in terms of new demand each year which is funded through demand pressures in the MTFP.

661
661
1,635

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Without funding, potential family breakdowns will put a financial strain on the Learning Disability service. It is therefore important to try
and estimate, to the best of the knowledge of the service, where there are risks of breakdowns within the family setting. This may be
because the parents are at an age where they are no longer able to care for their child with a learning disability, or in some instances,
the behaviour of the child may become to difficult for a parent to manage.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Family breakdown pressures are calculated by reviewing service users within the Learning Disabilities service, who are currently living
with their family, but could require a care package during the year if it is no longer possible for them to remain at home. For the
financial year 21/22, three family settings have been identified by the Learning Disability team of having the potential to breakdown at
some point in the year, with an average cost of £50,267. 22/23 and beyond estimated costs have been inflated in line with planning
assumptions, linked to increases in national living wage.
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Emily Darlington
Victoria Collins
Phil Jones/Dina Adib
Phil Jones/Dina Adib

P22-3L

Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services

External Support at Home (OP) 50000985/ OP Residential FE Spot 50000991/ OP Nursing FE Spot
50000997/ OP Res EMH Spot 50001003/ OP Nursing EMH Spot 50001008
Older People - General net demographic growth based on forecast MK population changes.
Principally this will fund growth of external residential and nursing, day care and homecare
packages.
Population statistics for Milton Keynes show an estimated 3% demographic growth in older
people. In order to ensure sufficient budget to cover population growth and anticipated demand
for care, the budget pressure over the next four years has been built in to enable the service to
provide the same level of care for current service user levels while creating capacity to absorb
future anticipated demand. The pressure in 22/23 also a shortfall in funding for 21/22 new
placements and care packages. Principally, the pressure will fund growth of the provision of
external home care packages.

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
DEMOGRAPHY
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any
HIGH
one year
Financial Summary
Profile

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
The increase in older people population means that Milton
Keynes Council anticipates sustained growth in service users each
year equating to 17 additional service users requiring support for
day care, home care and care home (spot placement).

2022/23
£'000

602

2023/24
£'000

390

2024/25
£'000

489

2025/26
£'000

504

Total
£'000

1,985

Total In Year
602
390
489
504
1,985
602
992
1,481
1,985
5,060
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The demand pressure is included in the MTFP each year to reflect anticipated growth. For 22/23, the pressures have been reviewed and
reworked based on current data, this has resulted in a net increase pressure in 22/23 of £0.275m, a net increase in 23/34 of £0.063m and
a net increase in 24/25 of £0.162m.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
There is statutory requirement to undertake Care Act assessments where requested. The increase in population will inevitably result in an
increase in demand. Where an individual has eligible needs the Council is obliged to respond to these appropriately. Failure to increase
funding will inevitably result in an increased budget pressure in each financial year.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Each new package of care is scrutinised by the Financial Authorisation Board (FAB).
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The above pressures have been arrived at by reviewing POPPI and PANSI data. We have also reviewed the number of new packages in
Sept 21/22 (and included growth to the end of the financial year) to corroborate the POPPI/PANSI data.). It has been assumed that the
unprecedented growth in 2021/22 was as a result of the impact of Covid and that growth for 2022/23 and beyond will fall in line with
historical levels.
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-4L

Emily Darlington
Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services
Victoria Collins
Phil Jones
Phil Jones
External Support at Home - Physical Disability 50000983
Physical Disabilities Services demand from population growth
Population statistics for Milton Keynes show an estimated 1% demographic growth in the number
of people within the 18-64 age bracket. Service users in this age bracket make up +85% of Milton
Keynes Council (MKC) Physical disabilities demand. The pressure will fund growth of external
home care, external day care and Physical Disability Care Home spot placements.

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
DEMOGRAPHY
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
MEDIUM
per annum
Financial Summary
Profile

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

The increase in the Milton Keynes population means that
sustained growth in service users is expected each year at a rate
of approximately one net additional services user requiring
support for home care.
The estimated cost is based on multiplying the average cost of
existing care packages by the number of estimated packages
including growth.

264

95

95

95

549

Total In Year
264
95
264
359
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
A financial pressure was previously included in the MTFP, this has been amended as above.

95
454

95
549

0
549
1,627

2022/23 is higher than future years as it reflects existing
packages and an increase in demand in Spot care home
placements.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
There is statutory requirement to undertake Care Act assessments where requested. The increase in population will inevitably result in
an increase in demand. Where an individual has eligible needs the Council is obliged to respond to these appropriately. Failure to
increase funding will inevitably result in an increased budget pressure in each financial year.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Each new package of care is scrutinised by the Financial Authorisation Board (FAB).
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The above pressures have been arrived at by reviewing POPPI and PANSI data. We have also reviewed the number of new packages in
September 21/22 (to include growth to the end of the financial year) to corroborate the POPPI/PANSI data.
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How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-5L

Emily Darlington
Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services
Victoria Collins
Amanda Griffiths
Sarah Nickson
50002497 External Supported Living - Mental Health
The pressure provides for general growth of placements within Mental Health and Autism. The
pressure was approved last financial year and the figures have remained consistent with last
years pressure. The number of care packages have grown in 21/22 as expected and 22/23
placements have been forecast to grow by another 25 care packages.

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
DEMOGRAPHY
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
MEDIUM
per annum
Financial Summary
Profile

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Mental Health and Autism Growth Pressure

2022/23
£'000
571

2023/24
£'000
625

2024/25
£'000
459

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

459

2,114
0
2,114
5,537

Total In Year
571
625
459
459
571
1,196
1,655
2,114
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This was put forward as a pressure in 2019/20 and was approved as the current budget cannot absorb the additional costs of growth
demand. The pressure continues to grow as does demand for Mental Health Services.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Not building in a pressure for general growth due to demography could put a strain on the deliverability of mental health service and
the resources available.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
It is not possible to fully mitigate the pressure for growth - the service users will continue to need support in their adult life.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The total number for Mental Health and Autism packages has increased by 25 packages in the last 12 months. Currently we have £571k
pressure put forward for 22-23, based on 25 new packages (mostly in Supported Living) and 3 21/22 full cost transitions and 1 MH half
year costs transition.
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-6N

Emily Darlington
Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Victoria Collins
Director, Adult Services
Amanda Griffiths
Group Head of Adults
Sarah Nickson
Head of LD, MH and Autism
50000016 Community Support Team (Mental Health)

The purpose of the Community Support Team (CST) is to work with the growing cohort of
people who not easily fit into the traditional service categories of older people, physical
disability, learning disability, autism and mental health. The CST was established in 20/21
from one-off ASC funding. It has been proposed to permanently establish the team to
include the work to support rough sleepers.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.

Profile

2022/23
£'000

Staffing pressure in Community Support Team

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

316

0

0

0

Total In Year
316
316
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The CST was established in 20/21 from one-off ASC funding.

0
316

0
316

0
316

316
0
0
0
0
0
316
1,264

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The CST will work alongside the Mental Health team to improve collaborative working, the sharing of best practice, robust risk
management and develop stronger management relationships. This is part of the 20/21 full Adult Services restructure to increase
capacity to allow the team to respond more effectively to demand, therefore funding this team allows members of the public access to
the support they require.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The Adult Services restructure was introduced to establish the CST Team as a result of people requiring ongoing support from skilled
workers. The new team works with groups of individuals which include: self-neglect and hoarding, vulnerability to abuse, anti-social
behaviour, refusal to engage with support, alcohol and substance misuse and tenancy sustainment.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The pressure is calculated based on the staffing salaries of the new team (please see supporting information).
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-7L

Cabinet Member for Children & Families
Zoe Nolan
Director, Children’s Services
Mac Heath
Simon Sims
Head of Education, Access and Attendance
Ian Fraser
Strategic Lead
50000444 Home to School Transport

The number of pupils entitled to home to school transport is expected to increase by
3.03% in special schools and 1.88% in mainstream schools in 22/23 and future years.
There has also been increased demand on family led travel budgets (FLTB), with families
choosing this as their preferred option.

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
DEMOGRAPHY
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per
MEDIUM
annum
Financial Summary
Profile

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Transport costs

2022/23
£'000
440

2023/24
£'000
289

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

339

345

Total
£'000
1,413
0
0
0
0
0
1,413
3,650

Total In Year
440
289
339
345
440
729
1,068
1,413
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
Home to School Transport is an area that will likely continue to see potential demand pressures, as we continue to see an increase in
children with Education Health Care Plans being eligible for transport. Covid-19 and additional measures being put in place for things such
as social distancing, as well as the delay to the reprocurement exercise due to Covid-19 in 20/21 had meant average weekly costs
increased from £0.127m to £0.141m. Some of this pressure was offset with grant funding, however the recent reprocurement exercise
was a success and has brought the average weekly costs down to £0.130m. From the new academic year, the service have implemented
QRoutes which uses route planning technology to ensure the routes procured are as efficient as possible. The number of service
agreements (contracts) within our Dynamic Purchasing System has remained largely stable between 2019/20 (184 Oct 2019), 2020/21
(185 Oct 2020) and 2021/22 (195 Sept 2021), whilst the numbers of children being supported through HTST has increased from 1,288 in
Sept 2020 to 1,380 in Sept 2021 (7%), which has been achieved by using larger vehicles, creating better value for money.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
If a child is entitled to transport under the policy and there is insufficient budget then this will cause an overspend.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
A project group has been set up to review and re-procure contracts that are up for renewal, which should ensure value for money and
more efficient routes. Current contracts have been rationalised to ensure maximum efficiency.
Transport and Exceptions Appeals Panel (TEA) panel meetings are held bi-weekly to consider requests for transport and they follow a
robust decision making process.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The existing pressure in the base budget has been calculated based on the weekly average cost continuing for a full financial year (190
school days), which shows a continuing baseline pressure of £0.161m. Pupil numbers in schools have increased 3.03% in special schools
and 1.88% in mainstream schools as per the latest schools census data and this increase is being reflected in HTST numbers as referenced
above. There is a risk as the new academic year approaches that the transport requirements will change as children change schools and
start school.
How could risk be mitigated
We will mitigate the risk through continuous monitoring and reviewing demand to ensure we’re in line with expected growth. We have
implemented a range of strategies around processes, contract management and transport packages to reduce costs and associated
pressures.
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure
Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-8L

Zoe Nolan
Cabinet Member for Children & Families
Director, Children’s Services
Mac Heath
Head of Special Educational Needs
Caroline Marriott
Team Manager - Children with Disabilities
Mandy Fell
50000390 Children With Disabilities

Increase in the number of children with disabilities receiving a direct payment to support
them and their family.

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
DEMOGRAPHY
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
MEDIUM
per annum
Financial Summary
Profile

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Increase in activity demand, due to growing number of children
with an Education Health Care Plan within Milton Keynes

2022/23
£'000

180

2023/24
£'000

85

2024/25
£'000

94

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

103

462
0
0
0
0
0
462
1,266

Total In Year
180
85
94
103
180
265
359
462
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The number of children with an EHCP has increased from 2,276 in 20/21 to 2,505 in 21/22 (an increase of 10%). This has coincided with
an increase in the number of children being supported and receiving a direct payment through the Children with Disabilities team with
the number of service users increasing from 165 in September 20 to 188 in September 21 (14% increase). This level of growth is
expected to continue into future years, with more children requiring support through the Children with Disabilities Team. Biweekly
payments from the direct payments budget have increased from £29k in 20/21 to £35k in 21/22 (an increase of 21%). Whilst some of
this increase has been due to families requiring additional support as a result of the pandemic, it is also from demand of seeing more
children open to a package than those transitioning from the Children's services into Adult services.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Not building in a pressure for the increasing number of direct payments within the Children with Disabilities service will put a pressure
on the SEN service. There is not scope elsewhere to reduce services within SEN, as they consist of small but effective teams such as the
Educational Psychologists team, Casework team and Short Break vouchers which provide much needed respite to families.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Children will be assessed as having eligible needs, which will then mean a care package is agreed to support the child. Annual reviews
are carried out to see if the package still meets the care needs. The service are also reviewing a number of other options to help manage
the demand and ensure clear, robust challenge is in place. A panel was introduced that allowed management and a representative from
Finance to review all packages being requested by the Children with Disabilities team and make appropriate challenge. Another process
that has been implemented is the introduction of the Dynamic Purchasing System for homecare packages. Whilst this is still in the early
stages to see true monetary benefits, the expectation is that this will drive up competition within the market place and drive down
package costs, whilst still meeting the needs of the child. The prepaid cards that families use to pay for their care are reviewed on a
regular basis and after a discussion with the family a nominated amount is recovered by the team manager and finance officer if
balances are not used whilst continuing to increase.
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How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The demand pressure has been calculated based on expected growth in the number of children with an EHCP, as this is directly linked to
children receiving support through the Children with Disabilities Team. Of the 208 additional children with an EHCP expected for 22/23,
around 20% will be open to the team, which is equivalent to 41. Therefore the net position of starters and leavers in 22/23 is expected
to be 15 new starters, as it is anticipated 26 children will transition into Adults services.
How could risk be mitigated
This is an area that requires robust and detailed monitoring as changes in family circumstances or needs of children in addition to
overall growth in numbers requiring a service can increase pressure on this budget area. These risks will be mitigated through
continuous monitoring and reviewing of demand and ensuring that the CWD panel works effectively to consider requests but also to
ensure an overview in understanding and managing demand.
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Key Demand Pressure - Summary
Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Zoe Nolan
Cabinet Member for Children & Families
Director, Children’s Services
Mac Heath
Sivay Heer - Head of Corporate Parenting
Sivay Heer - Head of Corporate Parenting
Various - across Corporate Parenting

Brief description of pressure

The total current budget for Children's Placements is almost £20m which pays for the
placement costs of our LAC in both in house and higher costing external provision. This
budget also pays for permanent placements, including Special Guardianship Orders and
Adoption placements. This pressure is to meet the expected demand over the next 4 years
which is expected as a result of the increased need for external placements (particularly
Independent Fostering Agencies) and the general increase in child population.

Status (select)

New this year

Risk Level (select)

HIGH
Financial Summary

Detail of key demand element. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Increase in demand to meet Children's Placement costs

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in
any one year
Profile
2022/23
£'000
264

2023/24
£'000
250

2024/25
£'000
253

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

256

1,023
0
0
0
0
0
1,023
2,568

Total In Year
264
250
253
256
264
514
767
1,023
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
There is a forecast underspend on in house placements in 2021/22, largely because of the lack of capacity of in-house carers. This
underspend is offset by an overspend on external placements as, due to the lack of in-house capacity, placements are going to external
fostering agencies which incurs higher costs. In previous years, we placed 70% of our children in in-house provision but during the
pandemic this has reduced to 40% as there were a number of long-term carers who decided to retire during the pandemic and the
recruitment of new carers to replace the existing carers has been challenging. During the year there have also been several high cost
secure placements made for high risk children. An increase in secure placements correlated with the pandemic and the deterioration of
the young people's mental health. Secure placements are authorised by the courts and therefore we are required by the court to fund
these placements.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
If this financial pressure was not funded, we could not meet our statutory obligations to our children and young people once they
become looked after. There is a need for a variety of placements, including highly specialist placements in order to meet children's
needs.
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What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Dr Mac Heath, Director Children's Services is leading a development project with the Fostering Service, Comms Team, Commissioning
and the Foster Carer Association aimed to address the recruitment and retention of carers via a specific Project Approach with focussed
work streams. The aim is to recruit 15 carers the next financial year.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
A review of each placement type has been undertaken with the service managers in order to predict future demand based on both the
current cohort of young people we care for and also the trends we have seen over the last 2.5 years. The demand figures for 2023/24
onwards is based on the expected growth in MK child population.
How could risk be mitigated
There is a Fostering Development Plan in place which is hoped to expediate the recruitment processes for Foster Carers, although it
does take significant time to recruit, assess and train new foster carers. This is turn will increase our in house capacity and reduce the
need for external fostering placements. The overall number of Looked After Children in Milton Keynes is of course a key factor and our
figures remain below the national average.
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

Zoe Nolan
Cabinet Member for Children & Families
Director, Children’s Services
Mac Heath
Sivay Heer - Head of Corporate Parenting
Sivay Heer - Head of Corporate Parenting
50000345 - Regional Adoption Agency

Milton Keynes Council is in a partnership with Central Beds Council which is called Adoptions
Connect. Adoptions Connect currently allocates costs on a 50:50 basis however interagency
costs are being reviewed so they are met by each individual LA which will mean there will
likely be an additional cost to MKC due to the higher number of adoptions undertaken by
MK. Voluntary Adoption Agencies find 25% of all adoption placements nationally. Two thirds
of our children are placed internally but those placed in external placements are costly at an
average of £30k per child.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

MEDIUM
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Adoptions Connect Interagency cost

P22-10N

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per
annum
Profile
2022/23
£'000
53

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000
0

2025/26
£'000
0

Total
0

£'000
53
0
0
0
0
0
53
214

Total In Year
53
0
0
0
53
53
53
53
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
For the first 3 years, the RAA funds were jointly split between the two local authorities . It was agreed after a 3 year period that a further
analysis would be undertaken to establish the percentage that each authority placed with an external agency. CBC have placed 46% in
external placements and MKC placed 29% in external placements in 2020/21, however the overall number of children in MK needing an
adoptive placement is higher than CBC due to demographic factors. Ultimately this means that the total interagency costs incurred as a
result of MK children have been higher in the past. Additionally decisions for adoption placements to take place have significantly increased
in MK whereas adoption numbers in CB has decreased. The figures increased from approximately 6 to 25 adoptions per year thereby
increasing costs for MK.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
MK children's services would find it difficult to find adoptive placements, particularly for hard to place children or large sibling groups. The
children will remain in care longer and not achieve permanence.
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What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Recruitment strategy is in place and the number of applications for adoption has increased by 20%. There is an active adoption recruitment
campaign in place, we take part in adoption week and the national campaign. There is an adoption information and open evening each
month, which results in two thirds of our children are placed with the RAA adoption agency.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The interagency costs from 2020-21 have been reviewed to determine what the net increase was as a result of MK children, the pressure
has been based on this.
How could risk be mitigated
Ongoing recruitment campaign for internal adopters to avoid needing to use external agencies. MK does has a lower number of looked
after children than national figures, although there are a higher number of children being adopted, which utlitmately saves the LA money as
a child in the looked after system costs more than a child being adopted.
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-11N

Zoe Nolan
Cabinet Member for Children & Families
Director, Children’s Services
Mac Heath
Sivay Heer - Head of Corporate Parenting
Sivay Heer - Head of Corporate Parenting
50000346 - Adoption Allowances & Support
It is proposed to re-align the Adoption rate currently paid to adopters. This is expected to increase
the total cost we pay for Adoption placements, although the impact for each adopter is still under
review. The pressure below is based on an estimate of the impact of each placement we currently
have.

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

MEDIUM
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Estimated net impact of re-aligning Adoption rate

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per
annum
Profile
2022/23
£'000
86

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000
0

2025/26
£'000
0

Total
0

£'000
86
0
0
0
0
0
86
343

Total In Year
86
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
86
86
86
86
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
Historical practice within MKC was to undertake a financial assessment (means test assessment) on all approved prospective adopters and
those matched with a child placed by MKC. The format of the assessment determined eligibility for the offer of a basic adoption allowance.
In addition to this was an enhancement allowance which was determined on the undertaking of a needs assessment (based on the child's
needs) and aligned to a grid system that determined the level of an enhanced allowance based on an additional percentage of the basis
offer i.e. 25%, 50%, 75%, 100% extra. The means test determined the basic allowance was not completed in accordance with the DfE
guidance. MKC Practice was that the rate was 50% less than the fostering rate hence the enhanced rate was used to increase the offer of
financial support based on the child's needs. Senior managers agreed that the grid system was not transparent and the mean test was not
aligned with guidance resulting in a lack of transparency and equity of the basic offer.

Adoption Support regulations define clearly the eligibility for financial support (based on the child’s needs and supporting adoptive parents
to meet these needs) and provide DfE guidance as to LA’s completing the means test allowances. This provides transparency and a fair offer
of financial support. It allows for a basic offer alongside LA discretion.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The proposal is that the financial assessment will be completed as per the DfE guidance and aligned to the fostering rate. Thereby creating
equity and transparency of the eligibility and offer, which will meet the DfE guidance in offering a fair and objective process to assess
prospective adopters. Not aligning MKC with DfE guidance could have an impact on subsequent statutory inspections.
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What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
For those currently receiving an allowance this will have some impact at the next annual review as the basic rate offer is likely to increase
however enhancement rates will eventually be removed therefore the offer will be one rate based on a means test assessment. The
removal of financial support is also determined in regulations so all those in receipt of financial support will be subject to an annual review
until the reasons for ending are determined or the assessment determines zero eligibility. Therefore, whilst this is likely to mean an
increase in the short-term, the new system will promote a greater clarity around eligibility and remove a level of subjectivity in making
decisions around financial support which could mitigate some of the costs.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The pressure is an estimate based on the expected net financial impact this change will have on the families MKC currently pays an
allowance for from the adoption budget.

How could risk be mitigated
Once children on the Exceptional Grid rates have aged out of the system, the overall costs should reduce as the exceptional payments are
likely to be one-off payments, as per our new financial policy. This should level up the costs as the regular payments will be provided by
those only eligible for the Adoption Rate via means testing. This policy will be in line with our RAA partner, Central Beds Local Authority.

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Key Demand Pressure - Summary
Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

Zoe Nolan
Cabinet Member for Children & Families
Director, Children’s Services
Mac Heath
Melinda May - Group Head of Service, Children and Families
Melinda May - Group Head of Service, Children and Families
Various - across Family Support, Corporate Parenting and MASH

Children's Social Work staffing pressure as a result of forecasting for Social Worker
progressions over the next 18 months, additional Customer Liaison Officer (CLO) post in
the Multi Agency Safeguarding Hub (MASH) and budget for an additional L3 Social Worker
to meet the number of referrals coming into the Family Support Service.

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
NEW DEMAND
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
MEDIUM
per annum
Financial Summary
Profile

Detail of key demand element. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Net impact of social worker progressions
Additional funding for MASH CLO post
Additional SW L3 in Family Support Team

2022/23
£'000
35
34
52

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000
0
0
0

2025/26
£'000
0
0
0

Total
£'000
0
0
0

35
34
52
0
0
0
121
483

Total In Year
121
0
0
0
121
121
121
121
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
In respect of social worker career progressions, this has led to a budget pressure in previous years. To avoid this continuing, we have
considered our workforce in advance to consider potential progressions for the next financial year to avoid these being flagged as future
budget pressures. Children's Services had an ILACS in September 2020 and October 2021 where HMI's were extremely concerned about
the Family Support Teams Deputy Team Managers high caseloads, delay in providing support when a child is assessed by the MASH and
overall they questioned whether our establishment was sufficient to meet the demands of the children and young people open to our
service. This pressure has continued to grow and we need to make sure our priority is providing a good quality service to children and
their families. Particularly in the South of Milton Keynes we continue to see more and more demand for our services which has led to
Family Support Team South having more children open to them in comparison to the other three locality teams, they have more
children who are Looked After by the Local Authority which means the complexity of this specific teams families is significantly greater
and there is a need for us to address this now. To do this, additional establishment is needed to add to the current establishment. When
also considering the feedback from HMI's, if we don't move forward with this and the growth continues, this could lead to an inspection
outcome of inadequate.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The impact would be significant in terms of service delivery but also staff retention. Career progression in Children's Social Work is now
clear, it is a unique selling point for us which appeals to our current employees but also colleagues who join Milton Keynes. Without a
clear process for career progression, we will struggle to recruit good quality Social Workers but also struggle to keep them in post. This
would lead to a budget pressure as we would need to pay high agency rates for agency Social Workers to cover vacant posts. The impact
of having employees with no clear pathway to progression needs to be understood given the impact which is high turnover of staff and
increased use of agency Social Workers which may have a detrimental impact on the service we provide to children and their families.
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What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Careful consideration has been given to the overall Children's Services structure. In April 2021 a fourth FST became operational to
reduce the areas the three previous FST's covered. Although still in the early stages to thoroughly evidence how successful this has been,
the growth & demand is still evident as detailed previously. Changes have been made to the career progression to make this a more
formal and clear process which has prevented progressions happening without senior management oversight. Teams have been working
more closely together to manage the growth pressures of children and young people needing support from the service. Overall, there is
closer oversight over roles, responsibilities and team operations to make sure we are getting the best out of each employee and team.
Where this hasn't been the case, plans have been put in place to ensure this happens.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The establishments have been reviewed and agreed with service managers and a forecast for future progressions has been included as
part of the workings. The budget calculation of the pressure for the MASH CLO post and additional Family Support Social Worker has
been costed up based on current pay scales and includes on-costs.

How could risk be mitigated
Risk can be mitigated by ensuring there is clear progression for social workers. Agency costs are climbing and the current local rate is
£38 per hour. In order to retain our staff and reduce agency staff, we need staff to stay with MKCSC and for social workers to progress
through the system and receive a fair rate of pay for their responsibilities.

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Robert Middleton
Steve Richardson
Hazel Lewis
Hazel Lewis
50000265 -ICT

P22- 13N

Cabinet Member for Resources
Director, Finance and Resources
Head of IT
Head of IT

Microsoft Licences - The Council currently has a subscription based service with Microsoft
for Office 365 licenses. The contract has recently been reviewed and following an
increase in the number of licensed users, an increase in the subscription is to be applied.
In addition, the current contract pricing is due for review and we are anticipating an
increase to this which is factored into this pressure from July 2022 onwards.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Increase in licences
10% increase from July onwards next year

Profile
2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

140
23

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

0
47

140
70
0
0
0
0
210
793

Total In Year
163
47
0
0
163
210
210
210
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This is the first review since the Council moved across from the enterprize licence to the revenue subscription service which is the only
model now available for using Microsoft services.
What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Without funding in place there would be an impact on the use of Office 365 and our ability for staff to work effectively at home,
availability of Teams or for site based staff.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The number of new licence applicants is being monitored, including the option to take away the licence where there are prolonged
working absences. The assumption is that this is the maximin needed for the current council staff establishment

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
£140k added new licences plus and est 10% increase from July 22 on the contract price
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Robert Middleton
Steve Richardson
Anna Rulton

P22-14N

Cabinet Member for Resources
Director, Finance and Resources
Head of Finance

Insurance

Brief description of pressure

Reason (select)

Previously Approved - Unchanged

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

POLICY CHOICE

MEDIUM
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.

Profile
2022/23
£'000

Increased premiums

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total

41

0

0

0

Total In Year
41
41
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

0
41

0
41

0
41

41
0
0
0
0
0
41
164

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

£'000

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Robert Middleton
Sharon Bridglalsingh
Sharon Bridglalsingh
Sharon Bridglalsingh
Legal Services 50000276

P22-16N

Cabinet Member for Resources
Director, Law and Governance
Director, Law and Governance
Director, Law and Governance

Added CS Lawyer to cope with the volume of lower level CS cases. This is an addition to an
existing structure and is considered in addition to a pressure in the CS legal budget
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
1 lawyer post plus contingency for agency costs in year 1 if there
is a delay in recruiting

Profile
2022/23
£'000
75

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000
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Total
£'000
55
0
0
0
0
0
55
240

Total In Year
75
(20)
0
0
75
55
55
55
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure has been evident in the children's services external legal spending budget for several years (a further business case details
this). The intention of this new post is to reduce the need to rely on more expensive external legal advice for less complex cases.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
There would be an increasing need to rely on external legal representation which is more expensive and will not build resilience into the
in house legal team
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
There was a peer review undertaken in early 20/21 which still needs to be fully implemented. This post was part of the proposed remedy.
There is a pressure in children's services too but that is a one off pressure on the basis that some of the recommendations from the peer
review are still to be implemented.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The NES panel agreed in April 2021 to the request for an additional CS lawyer post to assist in coping with the demand of the less complex
cases which are dealt with in house. The impact of this was that the legal staffing budget will be over spent by £55k. The structure that
has been determined as needed is 2 Principal Lawyers, 2 Senior Lawyers, 3 Lawyers and 2 paralegals.
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information
How many cases do the team do a year? How many cases will each person deal with? This would show the structure looks OK.

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-33N

Robert Middleton
Cabinet Member for Resources
Sharon Bridglalsingh
Director, Law and Governance
Pete Brown
Head of Democratic Services
Siobhan Pitkin
Business Support & Civic Events Manager
50000282 D6100 - Councillors Allowances

The current scheme of councillor's allowances has run for 4 years (the maximum life of an
indexed scheme) and is being reviewed with effect 22/23 for a further 4 years. This is
likely to increase the overall level of allowances paid so that it will exceed the current
budget provision.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Additional Basic Allowances and Special Responsibility
Allowances,

Profile
2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

60

0

0

0

60

Total In Year
60
60
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
N/a

0
60

0
60

0
60

0
60
240

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
N/a - if a new scheme is agreed then it will need to be funded.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Practically, the pressure is driven by the recommendation of the Independent Remuneration Panel. However, the Council will need to
agree the recommendations, which is a Political decision. To mitigate any significant or unexpected pressures, an experienced Chair was
recruited (Mark Palmer - South East Employers) who understands the political and financial context. The IRP have also been briefed that
an envelope of £40 - 60k is likely to be manageable and politically acceptable.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
This is very difficult to articulate given the independent nature of the panel. Ultimately they will make whatever recommendations they
see fit to make. These will be made available in late October / November and Council will consider them in January 2022.
How could risk be mitigated
N/a
Other relevant information
It is likely the some form of indexation will be applied of around 2%. The base budget presently is £830k. If all basic and special
allowances were paid (including 1 x Task and Finish Group Chair) the budget would be fully spent in 2021/22. It is forecast for an
underspend this year as one Councillor is eligible for 2 SRA's but can only be paid one (Robin Bradburn).

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-34N

Peter Marland
Leader of the Council
Paul Thomas
Director, Planning and Place-Making
Jonathan Palmer
Head of Planning
Andrew Turner
Planning Policy Manager
50000111 Development Plans

Need to create additional capacity and expertise within the service to ensure statutory
waste and minerals planning duties and wider council/service objectives are met.

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
FAILURE DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
New Grade I post

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total

54

Total In Year
54
54
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

0
54

0
54

0
54

£'000
54
0
0
0
0
0
54
216

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
• Policy framework for guiding Waste and Minerals development is not updated and becomes out of date, creating greater opportunity
for speculative and unplanned developments of the type and location which does not meet wider Council objectives. Alternatively
updating the relevant policy documents would necessitate reliance on external support.
• Determining planning applications without the requisite rigour applied due to a reliance upon inexperienced officers (existing
Senior/Principal officers do not have experience of waste and minerals).
• Need to procure external resource to on a case-by-case basis to determine planning applications and appeals meaning there no
institutional knowledge or capacity is created or retained.
• Waste and minerals planning permissions and conditions are breached without the Council’s knowledge
• No resource with experience of waste and minerals to take up informed and appropriate enforcement action to intervene at an early
stage to prevent escalation and creation of greater demands upon the service.
• No single view or understanding of waste and minerals development in the borough to draw upon when communicating with key
stakeholders, including senior management, Cabinet, ward members and parish and town councils meaning there is no or poor
understanding of waste and minerals planning issues institutionally or amongst key stakeholders.

(25)

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Action is being taken on a case by case to manage demands occurring within the Development Management service. To date this has
taken the shape of bringing in external consultancy to manage the Bletchley landfill appeal.
Minerals plan-making has in the pa.st (2016-2018) been outsourced to Northants to prepare the Minerals Local Plan. Value around £100k
for the commission.
No other action has been taken to mitigate pressures on waste plan making, monitoring or enforcement to date.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Salary costs for a Principal Planning Officer 1 FTE Grade I
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information
Whilst elements of the waste and minerals planning function are being undertaken within the service, they are not being carried out in a
proactive or coordinated way to ensure the Council is meeting its statutory duties in terms of waste and minerals planning. This is due to
a combined lack of resource in general, and more specifically a lack of resource with the necessary experience.
Various options have been discussed to address the lack of minerals and waste planning capacity and experience within the service. These
include the use of consultancy support on a case-by-case basis, and entirely outsourcing minerals and waste planning to another
authority. Following discussions, it is considered that the most appropriate and sustainable solution is to create a dedicated minerals and
waste planning role within the service, principally because doing so would ensure the Council has institutional knowledge of waste and
planning issues and would be a more cost-effective way of discharging the wide range of duties that fall upon the authority.

The role will principally involve:
• Preparation of new waste policy, including the preparation of technical evidence
• Review and update (if necessary) of the Minerals Local Plan
• Determining, or recommending decisions to Development Control Committee, major waste and minerals planning applications
• Determining, or supporting colleagues within Development Management to determine, minor and other waste and minerals planning
applications
• Carrying out proactive monitoring of existing waste and minerals sites
• With the support of enforcement colleagues within Development Management and Environmental Health, leading on any necessary
enforcement investigations and action
• Acting as a single point of contact for colleagues, members, parish and town councils, residents, operators and agents on planning for
waste and minerals development
The role holder would be supported by colleagues in both the Development Plans and Development Management teams. Whilst the
Council can establish a monitoring fee framework for waste and minerals sites that benefit from planning permission, it is not thought
this would generate significant income to cover the salary costs of a senior role in full or part.

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Nick Hannon
Nick Hannon
Various

P22-17L

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Environment and Waste
Head of Environment and Waste

Waste demographic pressure - based on housing growth
Brief description of pressure
Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
DEMOGRAPHY
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
2% in existing budget to allow for demographic growth

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

379

475

420

303

Total In Year
379
379
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

475
854

420
1,274

303
1,577

Total
£'000
1,577
0
0
0
0
0
1,577
4,084

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Not funding this pressure would result in an overspend against budget

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
This is a contractual payment on the waste contracts

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Forecast housing completion information has been used to determine an average 2% growth in the number of properties in Milton
Keynes for both 2023 and in the medium term
How could risk be mitigated
This cannot be mitigated - contracts are in place which provide contractors with additional funding for growth in house numbers
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Nick Hannon
Nick Hannon
Various

P22-18L

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Environment and Waste
Head of Environment and Waste

Landscape growth pressure - based on 2% growth in housing numbers - assumed that
landscape areas will grow in line with the increase in properties
Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
DEMOGRAPHY
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Landscape

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

46

49

52

54

Total In Year
46
46
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

49
95

52
147

54
201

Total
£'000
201
0
0
0
0
0
201
489

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Not funding this pressure would result in an overspend against budget

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
This is a contractual payment on the landscape contract

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Forecast housing completion information has been used to determine an average 2% growth in the number of properties in Milton
Keynes for both 2023 and in the medium term
How could risk be mitigated
This cannot be mitigated - contracts are in place which provide contractors with additional funding for growth in house numbers
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Graham Cox
Andy Dickinson
Various

Ref: P22-19L

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Interim Head of Highways
Position

Highways growth pressure - assumed to be 2% per annum based on new road lengths.
Brief description of pressure
Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
DEMOGRAPHY
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Growth

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

101

103

105

107

Total In Year
101
101
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

103
204

105
309

107
416

Total
£'000
416
0
0
0
0
0
416
1,030

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Not funding this pressure would result in an effective reduction in maintenance to manage additional highways areas along side exisiting
highway. The authoirty has a statutory duty under the Highways Act 1980 to maintain the highway in a safe condition, failure to repair
would leave the authority at risk of failure of this duty, additional 3rd Party claims, increased public enquiries and reputational damage
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
N/a - the contract is based on the size of the network within Milton Keynes

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Forecast housing completion information has been used to determine an average 2% growth in the number of properties in Milton
Keynes for both 2023 and in the medium term. From this it is assumed that road lengths will also increase. Work will need to be
undertaken in future years to assess the impact on road lengths due to the MK East development as this will result in higher growth in this
area.
How could risk be mitigated
This would require a reduction in overall maintenance for the network
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-20L

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Lauren Townsend
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Graham Cox
Interim Head of Highways
Graham Cox
Interim Head of Highways
Gully Cleansing Operations

PREVIOUSLY AGREED. To contribute to an additional gully tanker to maintain the
increased number of gully assets.
Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
POLICY CHOICE
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.

The estimate for an additional gully tanker, based on existing
tanker, disposal and labour costs is £150k. This is a contribution
towards this for 22/23. (Please also see one off funding pressure
OP22/21N)

Profile
2022/23
£'000

50

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

0

2025/26
£'000

0

Total
£'000

50

0
0
0
0
0
50
200

Total In Year
50
0
0
0
50
50
50
50
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The number of highways gullies have increased since the start of the contract in 2014, this is as a result of additional gullies added as
part of the adoption process and a new detailed survey of the highways which located a number of additional assets not formally
recorded prior to 2014. The original contract identified 56,000 gully assets and budgets were set to match the tendered value to clean
this amount on an 18 month cycle. We have now recorded circa 72,000 gullies which we now clean on an extended 3 year cycle due to
the increased number. The service is looking to work to an asset led approach whereby gullies most in need of cleaning will be cleaned
more frequently and others less frequently. This is in the backdrop of climate changes that are producing increasingly milder, wetter
winters and more storms during the summer months leading to surface water flooding. Failure to clean on an adequate cycle will lead to
longer term revenue costs to manually clean gullies or dig them out if they become blocked.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The authority has a statutory duty under the Highways Act 1980 to maintain the highway in a safe condition, failure to repair would
leave the authority at risk of failure of this duty, additional 3rd party claims, increased public enquiries and reputational damage. Failure
to clean gullies on an optimum cycle would also lead to longer term higher cost repairs and flooding of properties.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The length of cleaning cycles has been extended but this adds risk to the authority. We have also invested in dewatering facilities to
improve efficiencies and introduce a target cost payment mechanism to drive down costs. Introducing an asset lead approach and a new
Code of Practice for drainage maintenance, monthly financial monitoring reports on both actual and forecast spend
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Existing data from 2014/15 to date and current data from 2020/21
How could risk be mitigated
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

P22-21L

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Lauren Townsend
Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Head of Highways
Graham Cox
Traffic Management
Luciana Smart
50000675 Highways Adoptions

Brief Proposal Description

PREVIOUSLY APPROVED. Additional anticipated Highways Adoption income as a result of
increased adoptions from the Western Expansion Areas

Political view of delivery
Amber
Category (select)
Status (select)
Type of Saving (select)
Income Generation
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
2022/23
2023/24
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by
£'000
£'000
yr. 2
Additional Adoption Income -taper out the £500k increase in 19/20
Additional staff costs

0
0

380
(100)

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

0
0

280
280

Task / Activity

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

Being Smarter
Previously Approved - Unchanged
Profile
2024/25
£'000

0
280

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

0
280

380
(100)
0
0
0
0
280
840

Lead / Person Responsible

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's,
etc):
Additional income from highways adoptions will be achieved in the short term but will reduce over time. Forecasts have been calculated
based on information known on upcoming developments. This only includes the areas where we currently have a large area of
development going on. It is still possible that additional areas may open and we have the housing developments built in other areas.
The forecast is net of additional staff costs to deliver the adoptions. Additional income will only be achieved over the next 3 years, with
income reverting to currently budget levels at the end of the period. This has been reviewed again in October 2020 and considered to be
unchanged.
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
Developments may not come forward as planned
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Income is monitored on a monthly basis
Impact on External Service delivery:
None
Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
None
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Nicholas Hannon
Nicholas Hannon
RWTF

P22-22N

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Environment and Waste
Head of Environment and Waste

Residual waste tonnage is increased during the pandemic and has stabilised since March
2021 at a level greater than when the 22/23 budget was set. The level has been stable for
over 6 months now, and is considered the new normal waste level.

Status (select)

New this year

Risk Level (select)

MEDIUM
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Annual tonnage over £0 gate fee threshold now = 13,950
Annual tonnage expected last year over threshold = 6,620

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
per annum
Profile
2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

536

536
0
0
0
0
0
536
2,144

Total In Year
536
0
0
0
536
536
536
536
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
There was a pressure added to the 21/22 budget but this has proved to be insufficient as waste levels have increased at a great er level
than expected when setting the 21/22 budget

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
This would be result in a pressure - there is very little control over these costs
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
When the 21/22 budget was set last autumn, the assumption was that the increase in tonnage due to increase home working in May,
June and July would stabilise. And in fact, the tonnage did decline to November. However, it unexpected increased again in March 2021
and has remained roughly at this higher level ever since. As such, the increased tonnage is resulting in waste increasingly over the zero
gate fee level and resulting in the over spend.
How could risk be mitigated
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Nicholas Hannon
Nicholas Hannon
MRF

P22-23N

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Environment and Waste
Head of Environment and Waste

There is additional household waste generally and contamination is usually a % of waste
collected - therefore added waste will inevitably lead to increased contamination which
then increases the charge for the MRF to process such waste

Status (select)

New this year

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Based on QTR 1 costs x 4 = £1.044m

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

80

Total In Year
80
80
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

0
80

0
80

0
80

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
This would be a pressure, there is limited control that the council has on these costs
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
There has been a campaign to improve the quality of recycling
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The pressure is calculated based on the costs in 21/22
How could risk be mitigated
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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80
0
0
0
0
0
80
320

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22 - 24N

Lauren Townsend
Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Head of Environment & Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Environment & Waste
Nicholas Hannon
MKWRP Waste Disposal Budget

There is a hardening in the market for insurance around waste management facilities.
Under the contract the Authority is responsible for the uplift in thein insurance above
that of the agreed sum.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

low

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
MKWRP Insurance Uplift

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

170

Total In Year
170
170
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure is new.

0
170

0
170

170
0
0
0
0
170
680

0
170

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The placement of required insurances as set out in Schedule 10 (Required Insurances) of the Project Agreement noted that the
Insurance Cost Report for the current Insurance Review Period as received from insurance broker Willis
Towers Watson and dated 15 April 2021 was significantly higher than a projected base or inflated insurance cost uplift. The Joint
Insurance Costs Report determines that there has been an Exceptional Cost for this Insurance
Review period of £339,668.61, which necessitates a payment from the Authority to the Contractor for a
sum equal to 100% of the Exceptional Cost. If the Authority does not fund the uplift in insurance then the facility is not insured and an
incident, fire or insurance claim required for MKWRP would not be funded by insurance requiring the Authority to pay out from
contingency. The Contractor's insurance broker has stated that the Actual Relevant Insurance Cost has varied from the Base Relevant
Insurance Cost is linked to the generally prevailing changes in the Power and Engineering Insurance Market and an overall hardening of
risk against catastrophic events.
Lead underwriters at each insurance renewal are projecting ongoing increases in premium cost. The assessment of the magnitude of,
and reasons for insurance rate movements is generally prevailing in the PFI Insurance Market, including all available evidence of changes
to circumstances generally prevailing in the PFI Insurance Market that are
deemed to have contributed to any Insurance Cost Differential. These include movements in the CBS Private Capital non-marine index.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The Authority have had the plant valued. The insurance is for the whole plant to be rebuild or replaced. It is three facilities in one. A risk
needs to be balanced of self insurance by the Council assuming catastrophic loss would only impact one or two facilities. The next
outlook from Willis insurance group and brokers shall need to drive this decision as to the likely Actual Relevant Insurance Cost (ARIC)
for January 2022.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Actual Relevant Insurance Cost (ARIC) = £1,668,524.31
“Actual Relevant Insurance Cost” means the aggregate of the annual insurance premiums reasonably incurred
by the Contractor to maintain the Relevant Insurance during the Insurance Review Period but excluding insurance
premium tax and all broker’s fees and commissions.
Base Relevant Insurance Cost (BRIC) = £1,275,097.62 (January 2021)
“Base Relevant Insurance Cost” means, the aggregate of the Base Costs which were (at Bid Date) projected to
be incurred to maintain the Relevant Insurance during the Insurance Review Period indexed by actual RPIX from
the Bid Date up to the dates on which the Relevant Insurance was placed or renewed either immediately before or
during the Insurance Review Period (as applicable in respect of the year in question) less any Base Relevant
Insurance Reduction;
Differential uplift to be covered by Authority = £393,427

(34)

How could risk be mitigated
The circumstances in the Relevant Insurance Market are currently described as a ‘hard’ market and premium rate pricing has increased
significantly year on year since 2019. However, insurers were also concerned about risk improvements being implemented at the plant
and Amey had an above market premium rise at the 2020 renewal due to insurers concerns on risk quality. However, as risk
improvements were all satisfactorily implemented in 2020, the 2021 renewal rate rises are therefore all linked to wider changes across
the market and a hardening of risk particularly against, reflecting the improvement of the risk quality and capital spend and
management efforts from the Contractor in 2020.
Other relevant information
Significant additional background detail is available via AmeyCespa (MK) SPV Limited Joint Insurance Cost Report
dated 15th April 2021.
Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22 -30N

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Lauren Townsend
Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Head of Environment and Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Environment and Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Waste Collection, Street Cleansing and Landscape

Brief description of pressure

This is an estimated additional cost of the commissioning of the waste and landscape
services. The costs are based on current professional advice and will be clarified as the
market position is confirmed during the tender process. This also includes the change in the
contract at the MRF and wheeled bins.
Reason (select)

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

POLICY CHOICE

HIGH
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.

Profile

2022/23
£'000

Total In Year
0
0
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total

1,750

0

0

1,750
1,750

0
1,750

0
1,750

£'000
1,750
0
0
0
0
0
1,750
5,250

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
A detailed competitive tender exercise is underway to make sure the new service is as effective as possible and offers value for money.
External technical, legal and finance advice are being included as part of the process to minimise the risk of this pressure both in 23/24 and
as the contract progresses.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Commissioning 2023 - estimated additional cost of procurement of waste and landscape services. Costs are based on current professional
advice and will be clarified as the market position is confirmed during the tender process.
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Graham Cox
Rachel Munday
Sponsorship

P22-28N

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Interim Head of Highways
Position

Sponsorship income is made up from roundabout advertising and that on bus shelters. The
former is an in house scheme and the latter contracted. The former is to move to a cost
recovery model due to current operational issues and the latter the contract is to be retendered for April 2022.

Status (select)

New this year

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
FAILURE DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Loss of income from roundabout sponsorship
Estimated loss of income from new bus shelter contract

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

74
13

74
13
0
0
0
0
87
348

Total In Year
87
0
0
0
87
87
87
87
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure has been emerging within 21/22 and results from the pandemic in part. It been mitigated by in year underspends in the
E&P team.
What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
This would be a pressure, as other underspends to offset are not guaranteed.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
A review of the whole roundabout advertising programme is underway and a new, more workable offer is being developed that aims to
improve the satisfaction of the advertisers and also the visual aspect of the roundabouts

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The roundabout sponsorship pressure is based on achieving no income but incurring no budgeted costs. The new scheme aims to be
cost neutral. The bus shelter pressure assumes that the new contract will not be as favourable as the previous contract, although this is
not certain until the tender process is undertaken
How could risk be mitigated
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

P22-29N

Lauren Townsend
Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Head of Environment & Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Environment & Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Flood and Water Management - Risk Officer

Following the Christmas 2020 floods and dedicated post was created to facilitate
community engagement and manage internal flood risk. This post is adding real value and
ongoing funding is required.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

HIGH
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
New post and community engagement / comms budget

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in
any one year
Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

50

Total In Year
50
50
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure is new.

0
50

0
50

50
0
0
0
0
0
50
200

0
50

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
If the Local Authority is not able to coordinate risk, community engagement, develop resilience, engage with Parishes, apply for funding
from other partners (including Anglican Water, Environment Agency) then it creates a significant risk that flooding that could have
otherwise been avoided is not avoided. The economic, political and social impacts of flooding are very damaging.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
A review was undertaken to understand if this role could be funded by the LLFA grant budget provided by DEFRA on an annual basis but
the current team (two members of staff) are both funded from this account and there is insufficient budget to allocate.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Value of Grade F post (with a view to grow into Grade G) with small engagement and communications budget for working with Parishes
and other major Risk Management Authorities (Environment Agency / Anglican Water etc).
How could risk be mitigated
This role is profiled to manage risk and therefore is managing a much wider and significant risk for the Authority. The deliverables of the
post have been established and demonstrably delivered via several updates to Strategic Placemaking Committee on work and
recommendations undertaken post Xmas 2020 floods. This role has also started to expand on the Community Flood Plans and
deliverables from the May 2018 flooding and building local resilience to flooding in areas known to flood.
Other relevant information
N/A
Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Nicholas Hannon
Nicholas Hannon
Landscaping Budget

P22 - 36N

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Environment & Waste
Head of Environment & Waste

The budget for the Natural Environment Partnership (NEP) and the Buckinghamshire
Biodiversity Records Centre is required so that the Authority can deliver on both its legal
and policy biodiversity commitments.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
NEP Payment allocation and Bucks Record Centre

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

25

Total In Year
25
25
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure is new.

0
25

0
25

25
0
25
100

0
25

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
On the 13 October 2020 we took a delegated decision to approve membership of the Natural Environment Partnership and the
Buckinghamshire Records centre. The Buckinghamshire Record Centre is required for al biodiversity and ecological reporting. This
includes Authority ecology reports and also for biodiversity mapping. In the absence of access to this record centre accurate ecological
reports could not be curated and the Authority would be unable to successfully commit on the ecological impact of proposed
development within the borough. Nor would it be able to meet its ambitions for biodiversity mapping within the borough or the
development and delivery of the Biodiversity Action Plan so that it can identify areas to preserve, conserve and expand as linked to
biodiversity offsetting which is a legal requirement and the Authority has set additional expectations around its greenest city ambitions
to promote and increase biodiversity in the borough. With regard to the membership of the NEP. The NEP is a crucial partner for the
relationship on a regional scale linked to environmental impact on infrastructure development. They work with the Local Authority on
the forthcoming Local Nature Recovery Strategies and coordinated wider environmental requirements within the region (for example
biodiversity of a wider spatial scale) - they are also able to be influential to support MK interests at a regional scale (for example the NEP
are a member of the OxCam Arc Environment Group). The NEP undertake a significant number of Government consultation responses
for the Authority in regard to environmental issues which the Authority ecological department are unable to respond to.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The budget has been covered off from within the landscaping budget in previous years but following the decision it was identified that a
dedicated budget was required for partnerships, as the budget for landscaping is required for ongoing demand on landscaping
operations.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Cost for Buckinghamshire Records Centre - £10K per year. Cost for NEP membership - £15K per year.
How could risk be mitigated
The Buckinghamshire and Milton Keynes Natural Environment Partnership (NEP) was awarded formal status as an LNP in July 2012. The
Partners provided funding under the first Memorandum, which continued until 31 March 2017 and the second Memorandum, which
continued until 31 March 2020. A third Memorandum extend the partnership until 2023/24. This cost and membership will be reviewed
in 2024.
Other relevant information
N/A

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Deputy Chief
Executive

Adult Services

Chief Executive

S22-8L
S22-9L
S22-10L
S22-11L
S22-12N
S22-13N
S22-19N
S22-20L

S22-6N
S22-7L

S22-1L
S22-2L
S22-3N
S22-4L
S22-18N
S22-5N

Business Case
Reference

S22-14L
Management Action S22-15L
Plan
S22-16L

Environment &
Property

Planning &
Placemaking

Service Group

Directorate

(5,256)

Grand Total

£000s

£000s

(1,879)

(649)
0
0
0
0
0
(649)
0
0
0
0
(103)
0
0
0
(20)
0
0
(123)
(457)
(500)
(150)
(1,107)

2023/24

2022/23

(22)
0
(316)
(500)
(315)
(40)
(1,193)
(100)
(656)
(756)
(163)
0
(20)
(25)
(2,626)
(100)
(50)
(100)
(3,084)
(200)
0
(23)
(223)

Pressure

Homelessness Prevention & Access - Invest to Save
Homelessness Prevention & Access - Additional Staff
Direct Payment
Social Care & Homelessness
Internal Day Care Income (COVID-19)
Extracare Village
Total Adult Services
Land Charges Income
Planning Income (COVID-19)
Total Planning & Placemaking
Saxon Court Savings (S13 2017/18)
Closure of the Theatre Car Park
Brooklands Health Centre
Tree Insurance Work
Car Parking Income
Household Waste Recycling Centres
Parking Contract
Community Transport
Total Environment & Property
Smarter Working
Property Commercialisation
Facilities Rationalisation
Total Management Action Plan

Summary of Reductions and Income Growth 2022/23 - 2025/26

(1,065)

(815)
0
0
0
0
0
(815)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
(250)
0
(250)

£000s

2024/25

(1,510)

(956)
(554)
0
0
0
0
(1,510)
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

£000s

2025/26

ANNEX B
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-1L & S22-2L

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Emily Darlington
Victoria Collins
Duane Dyer
Dawn Wilson/Julie Nokes
Tier 3: 50T3211

Brief Proposal Description

The Invest to Save strategy is based on transforming the Homelessness Prevention & Access service to reduce the
number of Temporary Accommodation clients.
Transformation:
1) Restructure the team (implemented 21/22) - introduce new skillsets, focus on intervention and client and landlord
relationship management and Domestic Violence.
2) Parental Eviction - Culture shift, change in the offer they all receive, PRS unit as discharge of duty rather than
interim, TA then social housing. Real focus on mediation and negotiation skills for staff.
3) Private Rented Sector (PRS) evictions - Introducing landlord & tenant specialists into the Housing Solutions service
to target illegal evictions, prosecute, validate all notices to make sure they are legal/compliant.
4) Domestic Abuse - Incorporate a DA hub type approach into the new structure.. Bring Independent DV Advisors
(IDVA) into service to assist with approaches.
5) Mortgage Repossessions. Set up a MK Property Company to start to purchase up these units to use as PRS. Use PRS
AST on all purchased units.

Political view of delivery
Type of Saving (select)

Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services
Head of Service - Homelessness Prevention & Access
Supply and Acquisition Manager/ Homelessness Prevention Manager

Amber
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to enable
reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter cumulative
figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2
Staff - Saving (S22-2L)
Rent & Operating Costs - saving (S22- 1L)

Pressure increase in tenant evictions and mortgage repossessions
(P006)

Thinking Differently
Previously Approved - Amended
Profile

Category (select)
Status (select)

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

0
(495)

0
(1,751)

0
(1,178)

473

1,102

363

2025/26
£'000

Total

£'000

(554)
(956)

(554)
(4,380)
1,938
0
0
0
(2,996)
(5,263)

Totals In Year
(22)
(649)
(815)
(1,510)
Cumulative Total
(44)
(693)
(1,508)
(3,018)
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.
Additional x 16.73 Homeless Prevention and Access and Commissioning staff on fixed term contracts from January 2021 to March 2024,

Task / Activity
Cabinet Report - supported by PID, Invest to Save Business Case
Set up Programme Management Board, governance and oversight

Implementation Timeline
Target Date
Jan-21
Jan-21

Lead / Person Responsible

Jan-21
Launch
Jan-21
Complete Restructure
Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's, etc):
Baseline from Forecast for Period 6, 20/21 and outline plan:
- Restructure team and grow by x 17, £554k by March 2021, not all posts have been filled as of October 2021 and therefore agency staff are in use.
- Current client base of 1,159 (March 2021) in Temporary Accommodation - reduce to 690 by 2025/26 (185 less than first anticipated)
- Absorb forecast increase in families and individuals made homeless due to recession and repossessions by prevention, intervention and move-on
- Average length of stay in TA is 375 days - reduce to 4-6 months by 2025/26
- Total number of nights of rented accommodation currently 406k per annum - reduce to 195k per annum by 2025/26
- Implement by 'Move On' to tenanted Accommodation through combination of Assured Shorthold Tenancy Framework with Private Sector Landlords.

(41)

Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
Delivery of savings is dependant on the uptake of the AST model by landlords and the demand expectations in line with MKC assumptions.
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Programme Board, Project Management Plan & Team, Benefits Realisation tracked monthly, Risks & Issues Management, Monthly Forecast monitoring,
Quarterly Report to ALT and CLT

Impact on External Service delivery:
The saving will not have an impact on external service delivery.

Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
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S22-3N & S224L

Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals
Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Brief Proposal Description

Emily Darlington

Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities

Victoria Collins
Amanda Griffiths
Amanda Griffiths
Direct Payment Budgets

Director, Adult Services
Group Head of service
Group Head of service

Update of the £1.000m saving put forward in 19/20 for Social Care Integration. This was revised
in 2020/21 to deliver the saving in the following years: £0.250m to be delivered in 2020/21
(achieved), £0.250m to be delivered in 2021/22 (achieved). The remaining £0.500m to be
delivered in 2022/23. Due to the low demand of Direct Payments a further saving of £0.316m has
been identified.

Political view of delivery
Green
Type of Saving (select)
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by
yr 2
Social Care and Homelessness (existing)
Additional saving (new)

Category (select)
Status (select)

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

Thinking Differently
Previously Approved - Unchanged
Profile
2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(500)
(316)

(500)
(316)
0
Totals In Year
(816)
0
0
0
(816)
(816)
(816)
(816)
(816)
(3,264)
Cumulative Total
Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's,
etc):
The £0.250m pressure in 21/22 was delivered from the Physical Disability Direct Payment budget. Across the various direct payments
budget in 21/22, there is currently a forecast£0.386m. Across Older People and Physical Disability the current number of service users is
265 compared to 275 in 20/21. It is anticipated that direct payments will continue to reduce for older people as a managed external
homecare package in more favourable to service users in the majority of cases.
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:

Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Direct Payments performance is monitored monthly in a budget monitoring meeting with the budget holder.
Impact on External Service delivery:
There will be no impact on external service delivery.
Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
n/a
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-18N

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead

Emily Darlington
Victoria Collins
Andrea Natale
Andrea Natale

Budget Code and Description

50000958 - Carers Short Breaks
50000959 - Internal Day Care
50001023 - Kitchener Day Centre
50004327 - Simpson Day Centre

Brief Proposal Description

Revision of £315k covid pressure provided to Internal Day care to offset loss of income from
closure of day service. Although there may be still some income loss 22/23 if day services
continue to operate at reduced capacity, it is anticipated this can be offset by staff vacancies and
decreased spend on catering provisions.

Political view of delivery
Green
Type of Saving (select)
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by
yr 2
Reduction in staffing expenditure and catering to offset income
loss

Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services
Head of service
Head of service

Category (select)
Status (select)

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

Thinking Differently
Previously Approved - Amended
Profile
2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(315)

(315)

Totals In Year
(315)
0
0
0
(315)
(315)
(315)
(315)
(315)
(1,260)
Cumulative Total
Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's,
etc):
Whilst the day services were closed during national lockdown, the CCG were not charged for services users who would ordinarily have
attended day care, creating a loss of income. Since day services have reopened in 2021, some CHC funded service users have returned to
day care, although fewer sessions than prior to covid. This is a result of some social distancing measures being maintained and therefore
operating at reduced capacity. Not all staffing vacancies have been filled as a result, as there are fewer service users to support.
Potential income loss of 22/23 (if day services continued to operate at reduced capacity) is estimated to be £204k. Any fees and charges
loss of income will be partially mitigated by reduction in meal provision. The remainder of the loss is expected to be offset by staff
vacancies.

Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:

Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Monthly budget monitoring of and involvement in any project work regarding the reopening of day services.
Impact on External Service delivery:
Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-5N

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Emily Darlington
Victoria Collins
Dina Adib
Dina Adib/ Phil Jones
50000902

Brief Proposal Description

The Extracare Village Homecare Contract is a block contract which budget was based on 50
placements. Over the last few years we have had a low number of placements. In September
2021 placement numbers are 16.

Political view of delivery
Green
Type of Saving (select)
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by
yr 2
Reduction in the budget of the Extracare Village Homecare
Contract.

Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services
Head of Contracts
Head of Contracts

Category (select)
Status (select)

Being Smarter
Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(40)

(40)

0
Totals In Year
(40)
0
0
0
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(40)
(160)
Cumulative Total
Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's,
etc):
£0.040m reflects the additional underspend on the ExtraCare budget of (total currently forecast £0.254m). A proportion of the saving
will also offset a £0.500m saving we have put forward for 22/23.

Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
Placements in this contract have been historically low (under 20 for the past few years), the contract was budgeted on 50 placements
and therefore a saving has been identified.

Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Monthly monitoring and forecasting is undertaken on this placement budget.

Impact on External Service delivery:
None.

Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
None.
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-6N

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Leader of the Council
Peter Marland
Director, Planning and Place-Making
Paul Thomas
Head of Planning
Jon Palmer
Head of Planning
Jon Palmer
Development Plans - 50000111

Brief Proposal Description

Land Charges Income - land charges income has been in excess of budget for two years and
therefore there is additional income of £100k that could be added to the budget. The service
have proposed using £54k of this to invest in additional staff, this is shown as P22-34N on the list
of general pressures.

Green
Political view of delivery
Income Generation
Type of Saving (select)
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by
yr 2
Increase budget for land charges income

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

Being Smarter
New this year
Profile

Category (select)
Status (select)

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(100)

(100)
(200)

0
(200)

0
(200)

0
(200)

(100)
0
0
0
0
0
(100)
(800)

No

Task / Activity

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

Lead / Person Responsible

n/a

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's,
etc):
Budget is £242.5k and forecast for 21/22 is added £117k income. Income achieved in 20/21 was £363k and income achieved in 19/20
was £405k.

Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
Part of Land Charges was transferred to central government in 19/20 and in that year, the income was reduced by £200k. However,
income has consistently been in excess of the income budget and there are no other planned transfers to central government so the
assumption is that the income trend will continue.
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Monthly budget monitoring

Impact on External Service delivery:
None

Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
None
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22- 7L

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Leader of the Council
Peter Marland
Director, Planning and Place-Making
Paul Thomas
Jon Palmer
Head of Planning
Jon Palmer
Head of Planning
50000107 - Development Management

Brief Proposal Description

Planning income reduction as a result of COVID-19 was built into the 21/22 budget with a recovery
of £0.337m anticipated in 22/23. However, income levels in 2021/22 have shown a faster recovery
than planned, enabling a budget increase of £0.656m

Green
Political view of delivery
Category (select)
Status (select)
Income Generation
Type of Saving (select)
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
2022/23
2023/24
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr
£'000
£'000
2
Improvement in planning application income

Thinking Differently
Previously Approved - Amended
Profile
2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(656)

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

(656)
(1,312)

0
(1,312)

0
(1,312)

0
(1,312)

(656)
0
0
0
0
0
(656)
(5,248)

No

Task / Activity

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

Lead / Person Responsible

n/a

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's, etc):
Analysis has been undertaken on minor, major and other planning applications from 2019/20 to 2021/22. The pandemic saw a reduction
in planning income but trends to date in 21/22 show that the market has started to stabilise. Therefore, the planning income budget is
being restored to pre-pandemic levels.
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
2018/19 £2.073m, 2019/20 £2.454m, 2020/21 £1.472m, 2021/22 £3.008m (est). 21/22 included large one off developments that were
delayed in 20/21 therefore 22/23 is expected to be lower than 21/22.

Impact on External Service delivery:
None

Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
None
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-8L

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Robert Middleton
Stuart Proffitt
Bee Lewis
Bee Lewis
50000308 Saxon Court

Brief Proposal Description

PREVIOUSLY APPROVED. Saxon Court savings (S13 2017/18). The original plan was for Saxon to
be sold during 20/21. The sale has now been agreed and the council is forecast to vacate the
building in July 22. Therefore the saving in 21/22 has been delayed

Cabinet Member for Resources
Director, Environment and Property
Head or Property
Head or Property

Political view of delivery
Green
Category (select)
Status (select)
Type of Saving (select)
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
2022/23
2023/24
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by
£'000
£'000
yr. 2
Savings on the closure of Saxon Court - original plan
Need to keep the building open for 6 months

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(163)

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

Task / Activity

Thinking Differently
Previously Approved - Unchanged
Profile

(163)
(163)

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

Disposal of building

0
(163)

0
(163)

0
(163)

0
(163)
0
0
0
0
(163)
(652)

Lead / Person Responsible
Jul-22 Bee Lewis

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's,
etc):
Savings are based on current net budgets for the running costs of Saxon Court
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
A decision was made in December 2017 to give approval to the marketing and disposal of Saxon Court. The refurbishment of Civic
Offices has enabled the Council to vacate Saxon Court. The building is now sold and is forecast to be vacated in July 2022.
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Savings are dependant on completion of the sale which has been achieved
Impact on External Service delivery:

Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
None
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-9L

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Jenny Wilson-Marklew
Cabinet Member for Climate & Sustainability
Stuart Proffitt
Director, Environment and Property
Bee Lewis
Head of Property
Paul Harrison
Strategic Lead - Parking and Taxis
50000782 Theatre car park
PREVIOUSLY AGREED. Closure of the Theatre Multi-storey car park, the income from which does
not cover operating costs. DD in November 2020. The disposal of the car park is being progressed
Brief Proposal Description
in late 21/22 but it may be that the NNDR will be payable in 22/23 if the sale does not complete
early in the year.
Being Smarter
Green
Political view of delivery
Category (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
Status (select)
Budget Reduction
Type of Saving (select)
Financial Summary
Profile
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
2025/26
Total
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
yr. 2
Original assumption: Closure of facility would eliminate operating
deficits (NNDR still payable until the car park is sold - assume this
will be in 2021/22)

0

Revised assumption: Will need NNDR budget until the asset is
actually sold.

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

Task / Activity
DD for approval
Closure
Marketing for sale/disposal
Expect transfer of title

0
0

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

(103)

(103)

(103)
(103)

0
0
0
0
(103)
(309)

0
(103)

0
(103)

Lead / Person Responsible
Nov-20 Sara Bailey/Bee Lewis
Mar-21 Sara Bailey/Bee Lewis
Mar-22 Bee Lewis
Mar-23

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's, etc):
The MTFP already assumed the car park would be sold due to poor usage and the need for capital investment. Even without the capital
costs, the income generated did not cover costs.
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
It requires significant refurbishment including replacement lift and payment system. Rather than capital investment it was recommended
to close the facility, given the location this is likely to prove an attractive development site. This business case does not include
costs/income associated with selling or redeveloping the site.
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Within the Property team
Impact on External Service delivery:
n/a. Current car park is in poor condition and doesn’t portray a strong reputation for the council.
Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
Sufficient additional parking in the vicinity. Stakeholder consultation has been undertaken to assess any other unanticipated impacts.
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Robert Middleton
Stuart Proffitt
Bee Lewis
Peter Beer
Commercial Property

S22-10L

Cabinet Member for Resources
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Property
Interim Head of Property

PREVIOUSLY APPROVED. Brooklands Health Centre; pressure for deficit in rent income.
Leases are now in place to cover this going forward.
Brief description of pressure

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Revised assumption: additional income from non CCG units is
delayed by 1 year

Profile
2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

(20)

Total In Year
-20
-20
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

Total
£'000
(20)

0
-20

0
-20

0
-20

0
0
0
0
0
-20
-80

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
To maximise the occupation of the building.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The debt costs, running costs and income from each unit in the medical centre is assessed to profile the shortfall.
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Nick Hannon
Nick Hannon
Trees- Insurance

S22-11L

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Environment and Waste
Head of Environment and Waste

PREVIOUSLY APPROVED. A lot of focus has been placed on taking a risk based approach to
the surveying of trees across Milton Keynes estate over the past. This has been predicated
on reducing risk (as so far as is possible) and exposure to the public to risk from trees on a
condition falling on person(s) / cars. However, the trees which although stable from this
risk perspective have continued to cause issues on property. This has pushed up the
Authority insurance premiums on tree cases.
Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Trees - Insurance - there was a budget of £150k in 20/21, this
reduces the position to £125k a year and to £100k a year
thereafter
This pressure is being reduced by £25k, from £125k to £100k on
going

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(25)

Total In Year
-25
-25
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

(25)
0

0
-25

0
-25

0
-25

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Our insurance premiums will likely rise.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
How could risk be mitigated
Other relevant information
This was an invest to save business case and also managing project increased and potentially uncontrolled demand.

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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0
0
0
0
-25
-100

Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-12N

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Jenny Wilson-Marklew
Stuart Proffitt
Graham Cox
Paul Harrison
50000786 Car Parking

Brief Proposal Description

Car Parking Income -the pressure included in the 21/22 budget due to the pandemic is now
showing to have been too prudent. This increases takes the parking income to around 55% of prepandemic levels

Cabinet Member for Climate & Sustainability
Director, Environment and Property
Interim Head of Highways
Parking Lead

Green
Political view of delivery
Category (select)
Status (select)
Income Generation
Type of Saving (select)
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
2022/23
2023/24
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by
£'000
£'000
yr. 2
Car parking Income

(2,626)

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

(2,626)
(5,252)

0
(5,252)

Thinking Differently
New this year
Profile
2024/25
£'000

0
(5,252)

2025/26
£'000

0
(5,252)

Total
£'000
(2,626)
0
0
0
0
0
(2,626)
(21,008)

No

Task / Activity

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

Lead / Person Responsible

n/a

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's, etc):
Car Parking income - a pressure was built into the budget for 21/22 following the dramatic fall in car parking income during the
pandemic. A pressure of £8.64m was included. However, the income has recovered better than expected and, based on average monthly
income for August and September, the income budget is to be increased.
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
There is a clear increase in parking income following each staged lifting of covid restrictions in 21/22. The assumption is that those
wanting to return to work and shopping are doing so as all lock down restrictions are lifted and the budget for 22/23 is based on the
average income over the summer 2021.
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Fortnightly income stats from the parking team and monthly budget monitoring analysis

Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-13N

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Lauren Townsend
Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Head of Environment and Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Environment and Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Household Waste Recycling Centre - Phase 2

Brief Proposal Description

The implementation of a booking system for HWRCs was part of the demand management
arising from Covid-19. However, it is now the foundation of an improved, enhanced and
safer customer journey for accessing facilities for residents to dispose of waste.

Political view of delivery
Green
Category (select)
Status (select)
Type of Saving (select)
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff
to enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost.
2022/23
2023/24
Enter cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2
£'000
£'000
= £100k by yr. 2
HWRC - budget management - reduction
Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

(100)
(100)
(200)

Being Smarter
New this year
Profile

(20)
(20)
(220)

2024/25
£'000

0
(220)

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

0
(220)

(120)
(120)
(860)

Yes. A cost of £25K is required for I.T. implementation and CRT screens at the three sites.
Implementation Timeline
Task / Activity
Target Date
Lead / Person Responsible
Update and upgrade HWRC booking system to include
Jan-22 Head of Customer Services and Data
registration number
Implementation of ANPR cameras on site
Installing automated gates systems
Testing of new systems - automation

Feb-22 HW Martins
Feb-22 HW Martins
Mar-22 Digital solutions and HW Martins

(53)

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of
FTE's, etc):
Saving from HWRC Booking -£244,319.01
+/- 10% Waste Varia on factor24,431.90
Spend Saving less Waste Varia on -£ 219,887.11
Addi onal Income
Extra Trade Income (£2.5K/month)-£
30,000.00
Non-Household waste charging -£
50,000.00
TOTAL SAVING and INCOME -£ 299,887.11
Admin (£12K.month) £ 144,000.00
NET TOTAL SAVING -£ 155,887.11 There was a saving included in 2021/22
One oﬀ Costs:
Granicus Upgrade £35,000
Phase 2 - New saving:
Installation of ANPR (Automated Number Plate Recognition) - contractor cost
Installation of automated gates / barriers into HWRC - contractor cost
Installation of weather proof information screens across three sites - £20K
Saving on removal of administration costs from HW Martins costs as a result of automation - £144,000
Additional resource within Customer Services to support on bookings, resolve queries - £25,000. Specialist waste training to be
provided and act as support for Waste service customer services enquiries
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
The implementation of the booking system has provided a technological platform through Customer Service, which can be
continuously improved. The current service improves access through reduced queuing, demand management, reduced cost
and facilitates better H&S (zero incidents on site since implementation). The new service methodology to full automation is a
national first. The booking system will now take registration data and this will be processed against the booking and ANPR
cameras will recognise the number plate and the gates will open. The implementation of ANPR and gates will be covered
within the 2018 HW Martin contract which considered the benefits on installing such infrastructure. It will assist in managing
the major issues of capacity at the sites and ensuring best value. This infrastructure will remain part of the Councils assets
even when the contract expires in 2028.
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Number of bookings, entries, financial benchmarking of costs for management of HWRCs. The reduction of a cost base for
HWRCs has traditionally be very challenging but the booking system has facilitated pursuit of both best value and continuous
improvement.
Impact on External Service delivery:
No impact. Parish vehicles and internal Council fleet will have all vehicle registration number plates provided in advance to
provide seamless entrance and access to facilities. Waste Strategy Action Plan 2018 - 2023 denotes the requirement to pursue
commercial exploitation of waste service provision and this meets that action.
Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
An additional member of Customer Services will be introduced to assist in managing the enquiries or issues regarding no
access. All maintenance costs for the infrastructure should their be an issue. If the system is offline then HW Martins shall
resort to the previous system with back up iPads on site. All 4G boosters have been installed on site for January 2022.
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-19N

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Jenny Wilson-Marklew
Stuart Proffitt
Graham Cox
Paul Harrison
CMK Parking

Brief Proposal Description

Reduction in the cost of parking enforcement compared to budget

Cabinet Member for Climate & Sustainability
Director, Environment and Property
Position Head of Highways
Position Parking and Sponsorship Lead

Political view of delivery
Green
Category (select)
Status (select)
Type of Saving (select)
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff
to enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost.
2022/23
2023/24
Enter cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 =
£'000
£'000
£100k by yr 2
Reduction in the costs of parking enforcement

(50)

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

(50)
(50)

0
(50)

Thinking Differently
New this year
Profile
2024/25
£'000

0
(50)

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

0
(50)

(50)
0
0
0
0
0
(50)
(200)

no

Task / Activity
Service is currently operating within this budget

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

Lead / Person Responsible

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of
FTE's, etc):
Saving is based on current forecast for 2021/22

(55)

Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
Reduction in the cost of parking enforcement contract, following the implementation of ANPR

Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Costs will continue to be monitoring through the monthly budget monitoring process

Impact on External Service delivery:
No impact

Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
N/A
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Jenny Wilson-Marklew
Stuart Proffitt
Adele Wearing
Name
Community Transport

Brief Proposal Description

Revised service provision

Cabinet Member for Climate & Sustainability
Director, Environment and Property
Position Strategic Lead Passenger Transport
Position

Political view of delivery
Green
Category (select)
Status (select)
Type of Saving (select)
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff
to enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost.
2022/23
2023/24
Enter cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 =
£'000
£'000
£100k by yr 2
Reduction to Community Transport operation costs

(100)

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

(100)
(100)

Task / Activity
Service is currently operating within this budget

S22-20L

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

0
(100)

Thinking Differently
New this year
Profile
2024/25
£'000

0
(100)

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

0
(100)

(100)
0
0
0
0
0
(100)
(400)

Lead / Person Responsible

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of
FTE's, etc):
Saving is based on current forecast for 2021/22

(57)

Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
Community Transport was closed due to COVID during the first lockdown. During that period a number of the contracts ended
including the vehicle leasing. Passenger Transport has been working with Adult Social Care in order to agree a way forward in
future. It was decided to outsource the current Learning Disability users, procurement for which is underway, and it was
determined many of the users who were booking CT due to wheelchairs, but were otherwise able could access MK Connect.
Scheduled shopper buses are being organised for Council run sheltered accommodation as some of those users will struggle
with MK Connect.
The savings offered this year are from the reduced vehicle hire and fuel costs.
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Costs will continue to be monitoring through the monthly budget monitoring process

Impact on External Service delivery:
No impact

Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
N/A
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals
Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Brief Proposal Description

Robert Middleton
Michael Bracey
Name
Name

S22-14L

Chief Executive
Position
Position

Following the start of the COVID-19 pandemic a major change programme called Smarter
Working was launched. The aim of the programme is to protect and increase the productivity of
the council through changes to the way we work. There is a separate set of budget reduction
proposals relating to building consolidation. This business case relates to other aspects of the
programme for 2022/23 only. The Smarter Working board will identify 2023/24 savings business
case as the programme progresses over the next year.

Political view of delivery
Amber
Type of Saving (select)
Budget Reduction
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by
yr 2
Executive and Personal Assistant consolidation

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

Being Smarter
Previously Approved - Amended
Profile

Category (select)
Status (select)

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(200)

(457)

0

0

(200)
(400)

(457)
(857)

0
(857)

0
(857)

(657)
0
0
0
0
0
(657)
(2,971)

Implementation Timeline
Task / Activity
Target Date
Lead / Person Responsible
Pilot a new model of executive support for directors (higher
December 2022, with
Chief Executive
graded roles supporting more than one member of CLT).
check point in March 2022

Identify wider opportunities for consolidation of roles (including April 2022 to March 2023 CLT
opportunities created by vacancies) and implement proposals
for change.
Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's,
etc):
The pilot underway focusing on executive support is planned to achieve savings of IRO £65K. With 141 Business Support and PA roles as
part of the MKC establishment the base line assumption is that a £135K saving on other roles is achievable on an actual salary spend of
£2.3M. It is important to note the substantial on-costs (around a third on SEA/PA grades) for items like employers NI contributions that
is also saved from consolidation.
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
A trial has been launched looking at the feasibility of Senior Executive Assistants providing support to more than one director (the
current model). This trial started on 1 December 2021. It should be clear by March 2022 if the trial is showing positive signs, if the
approach will be widened to other Personal Assistants and more general Business Support Assistants in the organisaiton on the basis of
expanding roles, which may be linked to a grade change. Due to the very specific circumstances around many roles any changes will
need to be tailored to the situation.

(59)

Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Progress will be reported to the established Smarter Working board. The board has representatives from across the council, including
the Head of HR and the Director of Finance and Resources. It is chaired by the Chief Executive.
Impact on External Service delivery:
Limited or none. The pilot will establish if service delivery is affected. There is likely to be greater prioritisation of tasks and changes to
working arrangements, for example moving to an 'action log' approach with a member of the meeting agreeing to record the basics of
the meeting and the agreed actions. This would be instead of a full minuted meeting model where appropriate. This means many hours
of SEA/PA/Business support time can be freed up, both from being in the meeting as well as the resulting write up. Very rapid changes
in technology mean that many tasks are changing dramatically. Greater homeworking also has had an impact on the demand for some
administrative tasks, like photocopying and visitor management.
Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
The pilot will enable us to look at any adverse impacts and address them. Major adverse impacts are not expected.
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-15L

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Cabinet Member for Resources
Robert Middleton
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Bee Lewis
Head of Property
Bee Lewis
Head of Property
Property Commercialisation

Brief Proposal Description

PREVIOUSLY APPROVED. A number of themes have been identified to make net savings (reduce
cost or increase/generate income):
• an Investment and Development approach.
• The existing MKDP Business Plan includes investment into assets - the Accountability
Framework directs the route for this investment, e.g. for place making.
• the Re:fit (energy partner) procurement will identify opportunities for energy savings and
income.
• the Corporate Property Strategy will drive opportunities, for example to reduce the corporate
operational portfolio - likely linked to further densification in Civic.
• we will explore opportunities to enhance incomes, particularly within Transport (parking) and
Regulatory Services, linking to our Primary Authority activities.

Amber
Political view of delivery
Income Generation
Type of Saving (select)
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by
yr. 2

Thinking Differently
Previously Approved - Unchanged
Profile

Category (select)
Status (select)

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

Due to the change in commercial market conditions following
COVID, the savings have been deferred until the market picks up

Task / Activity

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

(500)

Due to the change in commercial market conditions following
COVID, the savings have been deferred until the market picks up

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

2024/25
£'000

0
0

Implementation Timeline
Target Date

(500)
(500)

(500)

(250)

(250)

(250)
(750)

0
0
0
0
(750)
(2,000)

0
(750)

Lead / Person Responsible

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's, etc):
Net income to Council over and above other current incomes and derived from sustainable MKDP investment and development
activities.
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
The saving for 20/21 has been confirmed to be delivered by MKDP. Property will continue to explore areas to surpass this as described.
Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
The delivery of the MKDP element (£500k outside of the above) will be managed through the accountability framework, savings from
refit will be tracked by individual business cases
Impact on External Service delivery:
None
Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
None
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Outline Business Case
Budget Reductions and Income Generation Proposals

S22-16L

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead
Budget Code and Description

Robert Middleton
Stuart Proffitt
Bee Lewis
Bee Lewis
500004411 ARP

Brief Proposal Description

PREVIOUSLY APPROVED. Everyday Matters - Smarter Working - Asset Rationalisation

Green
Political view of delivery
Budget Reduction
Type of Saving (select)
Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff to
enable reduction, income generated, reduction in cost. Enter
cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by
yr. 2
Disposal of operational administrative buildings and maximisation
of Civic Offices

Totals In Year
Cumulative Total
Invest to Save Required? If yes, please provide details.

Task / Activity
ARP approved

Cabinet Member for Resources
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Property
Head of Property

Thinking Differently
Previously Approved - Unchanged
Profile

Category (select)
Status (select)

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

(23)

(23)
(23)

Implementation Timeline
Target Date
7th December 2020

2024/25
£'000

(150)

(150)
(173)

2025/26
£'000
0

0
(173)

Total
£'000
0

(173)

0
(173)

0
0
0
0
0
(173)
(542)

Lead / Person Responsible
Bee Lewis

Baseline Data and Assumptions (i.e. - how has the proposal been calculated, date of implementation, impact on number of FTE's, etc):
Running costs of the corporate operational buildings have been used as the baseline, as detailed in the ARP
Explanation of issues, key decisions/dates and other factors affecting delivery:
•By closing all of the administra ve buildings, with the excep on of Civic and MKPDC, it would be possible to achieve savings of £400,000
per annum on running costs and business rates.
•Density at Civic would increase, but the Homeworking element of the Management Ac on Plan is indica ng that most colleagues could
work from home more frequently, freeing up space at Civic, so that an increase in numbers could be absorbed.
•There is an ambi on for a Wolverton hub for Environment, Waste and Highways, which would be of signiﬁcant strategic and opera onal
importance in the medium to long term.
•Some func ons, such as Family Group Conferencing and the Youth Oﬀending Panels may not be suitable to host at Civic. However, there is
space in central library which could be turned into useful meeting space which would allow colleagues to all work at Civic but hold face to
face meetings and panels at the Library. This space could also be used as overflow meeting space for Civic.
•Moving the Community Alarm Team to Civic would have the eﬀect of turning the building into a 24-hour opera on. It is possible that
utility costs will rise, but still represents better value for money than the current arrangement. Civic’s floors could be predesignated;
ground floor with site-based operations and floors 1 and 2 into highly flexible expanded meeting / working spaces on a rota basis.
•In this op on (and the following op ons), Rivers CLMK moves to MKPDC and the Governor’s Services team would move to Civic. This has
now happened.
•Holne Chase is currently closed and ear-marked to be refurbished as a contact centre. This proposal is to keep it closed, but an alterna ve
location for FAST would need to be found as Jonathans no longer meets the service needs.
•This op on also removes £1m of backlog maintenance which would be a future revenue pressure.
•These op ons would also free up land and assets with a value of between £5m and £10m for development or disposal. Finally the
disaggregation of the FM Bundled Contract into more specific contracts is expected to result in revenue savings.

Performance Monitoring (how will progress be monitored):
Impact on External Service delivery:
Context / Mitigation of any Adverse Impact:
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Total One Off Pressures

Deputy Chief Executive

Chief Executive

Directorate

OP22-5N

OP22-3N
OP22-4N

OP22-1N
OP22-2N
OP22-18N

Business Case
Reference

OP22-8N
OP22-25N

Corporate

Environment &
Property

Planning &
Placemaking

OP22-14N

OP22-12L
OP22-17N
OP22-13L
OP22-21N
OP22-22N
OP22-23N
OP22-24N

OP22-20N

OP22-16N
Law & Governance OP22-9L

Finance &
Resources

OP22-15N

Partnerships &
OP22-11L
Communications

OP22-7N
OP22-10L

Children's Services OP22-19N

Public Health

Adult Services

Service Group

Stock Condition Survey
Emergency Crisis Accommodation
Community Occupational Therapy
Total Adult Services
Additional Capacity
Health Inequalities Improvement Plan
Total Public Health
Children's Services Legal Costs
Education Improvement
Total Children's Services
Casino - Vulnerable Gamblers
Women's Euros
Funding for Festival of Creative Urban Living
Casino License
Total Partnerships & Communications
Software & Systems Training
Digital Recruitment Officer
Total Finance & Resources
New Committee Services Meeting Software
Local Elections
Total Law & Governance
Neighbourhood Planner
Total Planning & Placemaking
Waste Commissioning
Emberton Country Park Manager
Tree Management
Gully emptying
Landscaping at CMK
Pest Control
Highways land maintenance
Total Environment & Property
Major Projects
Total Corporate

Summary of One Off Pressures 2022/23 - 2025/26
Pressure

46
150
182
378
41
250
291
220
90
310
160
75
50
375
660
20
33
53
15
218
233
46
46
300
45
50
100
125
60
25
705
350
350
3,026

£000s

2022/23

0
150
0
150
41
250
291
0
0
0
140
0
0
375
515
0
33
33
0
237
237
46
46
0
23
0
0
0
0
0
23
350
350
1,645

£000s

2023/24

0
100
0
100
41
250
291
0
0
0
0
0
50
0
50
0
0
0
0
31
31
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
350
350
822

£000s

2024/25
£000s

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

2025/26

ANNEX C
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22-1N

Emily Darlington
Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Director, Adult Services
Victoria Collins
Head of Housing Operations
Jane Harrison
Private Sector Housing Officer
Lucy Tucker
50000226 - Private Sector Housing

One off Budget pressure approval to carry out a private sector stock condition and tenure
modelling survey and for the resource to carry out resulting statutory work. This type of
survey has not been carried out in MK for over 15 years. In that time nationally the private
rented sector has doubled in size and locally it has increased proportionally. There has
also been a recent amendment to the MEES regulations introducing new statutory duties
to ensure all rented properties have a minimum of an E energy efficiency (EPC) rating. The
government has further plans to raise the EPC rating to a C by 2025 and to a B by 2030.
We have evidence to suggest there are 187 properties that do not currently comply with
MEES but further work is needed to identify all non-compliance. In addition, there are
currently 428 licensed HMOs and 370 HMOs that do not require a licence (3 to 4 tenants).
The team have a duty to ensure that HMOs meet fire safety and health and safety
standards and the terms and condition of the licence are complied with. The trend in
HMOs rises consistently each year and this is likely to continue given the current economic
climate, ongoing housing crisis and MKC’s plans to open a university in the coming years. A
key priority in the Private Sector Housing Strategy is to ensure HMOs are safe and to
proactively identify HMOs that require a licence, taking prompt action against those
landlords that do not comply. The stock condition and tenure modelling survey is 3 to 4
months work. The resource would be needed for the remainder of 22/23 (8 months) and
full years going forward.

Status (select)

New this year

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
LEGISLATIVE INC NLW
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Stock condition and tenure modelling survey
Resource 1x Private Sector Housing Officer

Profile

2022/23
£'000
15
31

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

-15
-31

0
0
0
0
46

Total In Year
46
-46
0
0
46
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The pressure has not been funded or absorbed in previous years, a stock condition survey of the private sector has not been carried out
for over 15 years. There are approx. 15, 261 private rented properties in Milton Keynes, the service has a statutory duty to keep housing
conditions in the sector under review, take action to address cat 1 hazards and licence HMOs subject to the mandatory scheme; and in
addition the MEES regulations have been amended introducing new statutory duties. The survey will identify all non-compliance with
HHSRS Cat 1, HMO licensing and MEES, it will also confirm the number of properties effected by the governments plans to raise the EPC
ratings to a C by 2025 and B by 2030. We have information that indicates that there are currently 187 properties that do not currently
comply with MREES and there are circa 6,840 properties that would need to comply with a C rating by 2025.
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What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Unable to meet our new statutory duties under the Housing Act 2004 and the recently amended MEES regulations and deliver on the
priorities set out in the adopted Private Sector Housing Strategy. The team generates income from the HMO licensing fee, which is ring
fenced for administering and enforcing the scheme. A part of survey is to identify properties that may require a HMO licence. Where
the number of licensed HMO increases there may in future years be sufficient income to offset funding for a resource for licensing. It
should be noted that the survey is to also identify non-compliant with MEES and HHSRS. We charge a fee for serving some notices
under HHSRS and income recovered from imposing a civil penalties can be used to further develop and improve enforcement activities
and housing standards.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The non-compliance identified from the stock condition survey and new statutory duties under the MEES regulation cannot be absorbed
by the current team of 4 officers. Increasing the resource capacity of the existing team to 5, will ensure there is adequate resource to
clear the backlog of work and ensure that MKC remain compliant with their statutory duties and commitments in the PSH strategy.
Ongoing work can be absorbed by the existing team.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Three quotations have been obtained for the survey a copy of the procurement summary. The survey is 3 to 4 months work.
Resourcing of the officer is based on current staffing cost for a grade G.
How could risk be mitigated
The stock condition survey and resource is needed to mitigate risk, this is new work not currently carried out by the team. The survey
proactively facilitates the identification of non-compliance with all statutory duties, and the resource is needed to engage with identified
non-compliant landlords to encouraging compliance or undertaking enforcement to achieve this where necessary. This is statutory work
that MKC need to ensure they are compliant with.
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22-2N

Emily Darlington
Cabinet Member for Adults, Housing & Healthy Communities
Victoria Collins
Director, Adult Services
Amanda Griffiths
Group Head Adult Services
Sarah Nickson
50004437 - Old Bus Station

To continue to improve support to homeless people, those in danger of homelessness and
improve follow-on support and accommodation. To focus on flexible ‘hostel-style’
accommodation with support offer for MK, by using the upstairs of the Bus Station. The
proposal is to reconfigure the old bus station to accommodate 19 rough sleepers with
associated facility requirements. The bus station is currently undergoing works to make
the area fit for purpose. The ongoing revenue costs from this project (security, cleaning,
food, support) will be funded by the Council plan Reserve (£150k in 22/23), and £250k
from the Public Health reserve over 23/24 and 24/25. Staffing will be funded via the
Rough Sleeping Initiative bid.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
LEGISLATIVE INC NLW
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Funded from the Council Plan Reserve and Public Health Reserve

Profile
2022/23
£'000
150

Total In Year
150
150
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This is a new project, expected to be operational by the end of January 2022.

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000
0

0
150

-50

-50
100

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

-100

0

-100
0

0
0
0
400

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
There is no alternative funding, therefore this pressure will be funded from reserves. Not funding the project will hinder the Council's
delivery of the Homelessness plan.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Reserve's have been identified to fund the pressure.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
A 4 year plan (including 21/22) has been costed based on anticipated revenue costs to run the Old Bus Station.

How could risk be mitigated
n/a

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Outline Business Case Budget Pressures

OP22-18N

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Emily Darlington
Portfolio Holder (select)
Director, Adult Services
Victoria Collins
Director (select)
Head of MK Care and Response Care Service, Occupational Therapy and
Head of Service
Linda Ellen
Service Manager Occupational Therapy and Reablement
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Liz Luck
50000982 - Occupational Therapy
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure
Additional resource to clear the backlog of Occupational Therapy (OT) assessments and
Reason (select)
New this year
FAILURE DEMAND
Status (select)
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
Risk Level (select)
LOW
Financial Summary
Profile
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of 2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
2025/26
Total
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
Outsource of OT backlog
182
-182
0
0
0
0
0
0
Total In Year
182
-182
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
182
0
0
0
182
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
Work has been undertaken by third party providers previously to clear backlogs in assessment work, funded by alterative sources of
What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Increased waiting times for service users to receive an OT assessment could lead to safeguarding risks, in addition to increased financial
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Adult Services are currently reviewing the demand and performance of the service (as outlined in the delegated decision taken in
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The total cost of undertaking the work to clear the backlog is £93k (fixed fee). The estimated cost to complete additional OT assessments
How could risk be mitigated
Other options considered were: 1) Appointing locums – OT agency locum staff are not available 2) Contracting with another authority
Other relevant information:

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22-3N

Jane Carr
Vicky Head
Oliver Mytton
Oliver Mytton

To create additional capacity for a three-year period across the shared public health team
to better integrate health into urban planning and place making. This recognises the
additional expectations for work in this space (e.g. MK Health Impact Assessment SPD),
the importance of the built environment for people's health, and the council's significant
plans for growth. This supports the council's stated objective to be a 'healthy city' as well
as supporting the focus on sustatainable fair and green growth.

Status (select)

New this year

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.

Profile

2022/23
£'000

Head of Service Post - Health & Planning
Consultant in Public Health (0.4 FTE)

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

27
14

Total In Year
41
41
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
New

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

-27
-14

0
41

0
41

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
123

-41
0

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
A failure to best integrate health considerations in urban planning and place making, with a consequent risk of negative impact on
people's health
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The money will be funded from the strategic reserve.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information
The costs will be split across the shared public health service (i.e. with BBC and CBC) in the usual way, and will be hosted in MKC. A
currently funded (vacant) post hosted by BBC will move to MKC.

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

Brief description of pressure

OP22-4N

Jane Carr
Vicky Head
Oliver Mytton
Oliver Mytton
Strategic Reserve

To deliver on the council plan objective (item 24) to deliver a multi-agency Health
Inequalities Improvement Plan for Renewal Estates, in subsequent years.

Status (select)

New this year

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Health Inequalities Improvement plan

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

250

Total In Year
250
250
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
New

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

-250

0
250

0
250

-250
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
750

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Continuation of poor access and take-up of preventive health services and engagement with health-promoting activities.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The money will be funded from the strategic reserve.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Matches the spend allocated for the year 2020/2021
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information
To support this objective we propose allocating a budget of 250k per annum from the strategic reserve over a three year period. This
may be used to fund the following activities: additional preventive services delivered on estates and tailored to the needs of the estate;
key one-off strategic initiatives that support health behaviours on the estate; enagement activities. A pilot is currently being developed
on the Lakes Estate, and whilst elements of this may be copied there is likely to need to be flexibility about how moneys are spend on
different estates.

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

Zoe Nolan
Cabinet Member for Children & Families
Director, Children’s Services
Mac Heath
Melinda May - Group Head of Children and Families Service
Melinda May - Group Head of Children and Families Service
50000413 Legal Advice - Children's Social Care

One off pressure to cover the costs incurred within the children's social care legal budget
which primarily pays for the cost of external counsel when there is no capacity in house for
this work (particularly complex cases) but also court ordered testing, expert witness costs
and court fees which are necessary as part of initiating court proceedings. This pressure is
being proposed as a one-off whilst the recommended actions from an independent review
that took place in 2020 are actioned.

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

HIGH
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Cost of external legal fees and testing

OP22-5N

Reason (select)
DEMOGRAPHY
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any
one year
Profile
2022/23
£'000
220

2023/24
£'000
-220

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000
0

Total

£'000

0

Total In Year
220
-220
0
0
220
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The budget has significantly overspent in previous financial years, a one off pressure of £0.250m was included in the 2021/22 budget,
however the forecast at period 7 showed that the budget is expected to overspend by a further £0.050m.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
220

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Children's services representation within the court process is essential. The risk to the Council of not having enough lawyers to adequately
cover these cases is high given the current composition of the team in relation to councils with similar number of cases being issued. The
legal service have requested additional funds to fund an additional lawyer, which is believed would greatly reduce the risk with more inhouse legal support being given to children's services. The invest to save measure would support the ability to reduce spend on external
lawyers by having an in-house advocate which is a more cost effective option.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The Group Head of Children and Families has had oversight of this budget for 2 years during which time an independent review was
commissioned with a number of recommended actions. Additional budget has been allocated in 2021/22 and additional controls have been
applied by the Legal Team. Measures such as having fixed fee arrangements with counsel chambers and ensuring the right level of barrister
is appointed depending on the type of hearing have now been put in place to increase the level of audit and scrutiny on the spend on
external lawyers. This is a measure that will continue to take place regularly. Recruitment both permanent and temporary has been
undertaken in order to fill vacancies but unfortunately the campaigns have had limited success. There is a national shortage of Childcare
Lawyers.
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How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
A review of the costs incurred in 2020/21 and 2021/22 has been undertaken with the Principal Lawyer in the Legal team. The spend
incurred with external barristers has been reviewed and the view taken that any high cost cases (those above £5k) will always likely need to
be external due to the complexity of the cases. Anything less than this amount should be undertaken in house (if there were to be a fully
staffed team). This amount has been added onto the total amount incurred on court ordered testing and expert witness costs as well as
court costs to produce the expected pressure in 2022/23.
How could risk be mitigated
There current market for qualified, experienced lawyers (both permanent and agency) nationally is seriously depleted. An external review
of the service was undertaken in 2020 and a number of actions to address were highlighted in the report, these are being worked on with
the Legal service. The only other costly option would be to commission legal services from another local authority but given the pressures
on every legal department nationally, this may not be a viable option.
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year
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Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22-19N

Cabinet Member for Children & Families
Zoe Nolan
Director, Children’s Services
Mac Heath
Group Head of Learning and Inclusion Services
Marie Denny
Group Head of Learning and Inclusion Services
Marie Denny
50000433 - Setting and School Improvement Team

The latest council plan has a priority to 'Ensure that every school in Milton Keynes is good
or better'. Thus far the school improvement team has focused its capacity on the
maintained sector and is currently at maximum efficiency delivering on these duties. A
review of capacity has therefore taken place and it is clear that we are 1FTE short to be able
to deliver on this broadened remit. Funding has been found to provide a two term fixed
term contract to April 2022, but this is then no longer sustainable without an increase in the
base budget.
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
POLICY CHOICE
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Additional 1FTE post including on costs

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

90

-90

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000
0

Total

£'000

0

Total In Year
90
-90
0
0
90
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
New pressure for 2021/22 and the two terms have been funded from one-off budget which will not be available from April 2022.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
90

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The new political agenda to ensure that all schools are good or better drives us to monitor, support and challenge brings in the potential
to work with up to an additional 42 schools (currently working with 70 maintained schools). Whilst this would at first sight appear to
require significant additional resource we attend to adopt a risk-based approach with the academy sector which will direct resource at
those schools who might most need it, hence the request for just 1FTE to address this and also trade the service to mitigate against some
of the costs. However without any additional resource we will not have the capacity to adopt this approach and risk losing academy
schools to less than good inspection outcomes without being able to demonstrate any suitable action taken to avoid this.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
We have reviewed the remit, roles and responsibilities of each of the 5 employed staff in the team (3.8FTE) and ensured that all work is
focused specifically on statutory roles. We have also ceased trading with Harrow schools to ensure there is a focus on schools in MK in line
with the political priority and are managing to absorb the pressure that this reduction in income has brought with it.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
This is the cost of an evaluated role at this level at 1FTE plus on costs
How could risk be mitigated
We have already mitigated the risk as far as is possible within the management actions
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(72)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22-7N

Paul Trendall
Sarah Gonsalves
Sarah Gonsalves
Sarah Gonsalves
50000234 - Community Benefit

Vulnerable Gamblers Contribution- reduction in contribution from Aspers Casino as a
result of the closure during the COVID pandemic. The MTFP reflects the agreed amounts
as per deed of variation agreement. The variation agreement has been sealed. The
shortfall will be met by the Public Health Reserve
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

MEDIUM
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Reduction in vulnerable gamblers contribution

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
per annum
Profile
2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

160

-20

-140

Total In Year
160
160
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

-20
140

-140
0

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
300

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(73)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22-10L

Jane Carr
Cabinet Member for Tackling Inequalities & Child Poverty
Sarah Gonsalves
Director, Partnerships and Communications
Sarah Gonsalves
Director, Partnerships and Communications
Cathy Bland
50000098 Sport Milton Keynes

To host the UEFA Women’s Euro’s in 2022
Brief description of pressure

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
POLICY CHOICE
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.

Profile

2022/23
£'000

Hosting costs - marketing, city dressing, transport links etc
ONE OFF FUNDING

75

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total

£'000

-75

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
75

Total In Year
75
-75
0
0
75
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
Pressure, following successful DD 31-07-2018 and successful bid to host the Women's euros, due to go ahead in 2021 but now deferred to
2022.
What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Having now announced our success, the event will be going ahead. Reputational damage to MKC in not leading on it would be significant.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
No mitigation. Project plan in development to manage risks & costs.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
As per bid documentation.
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information
There is a further £200k included in the current Council Plan

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(74)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Robin Bradburn
Sarah Gonsalves
Neil Sainsbury
Fiona Bundy
Arts

OP22-11L

Deputy Leader, Cabinet Member for Economy, Recovery & Renewal
Director, Partnerships and Communications
Head of Placemaking

Funding for Festival of Creative Urban Learning (£50k every two years). This will be funded
from the Events Reserve. The Festival of Creative Urban Living is a new biennial
transformational step-change cultural project, which will make a significant contribution
to cultural vibrancy in Milton Keynes, vital to the city's future success and will leverage
significant external funding from both the public and private sectors. The Festival delivers
to MK's Creative and Cultural Strategy; Economic Strategy, MK Futures 2050 and MK
Council Plan. Harnessing the ambitions and aspirations of Different by Design, MK's bid to
become European Capital of Culture, the Festival launched in 2019, with a temporary
occupation and cultural programme delivered in Midsummer Boulevard East. The
inaugural 3 week Festival included 55 free events; 4 new commissions; reached 22,000
participant audiences; 147,000 passive audiences and included dedicated schools and
young peoples programme. Whilst in development the 2022 iteration is likely to respond
to opportunities within a local neighbourhood area within MK and focus on creative cocreation with communities, including a specific focus on young peoples engagement and
employment.
Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
POLICY CHOICE
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

50

-50

50

-50

Total In Year
50
50
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

-50
0

50
50

-50
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
100

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The contribution made by MKC unlocks external funding. The inaugural Festival secured significant resources from Arts Council England,
the German Cultural Federation and other private sponsors.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Whilst is may be possible to identify alternative resources such as s106 public art contributions to mitigate this pressure, this will then
limit the scope and viability of the Festival, due to potential restrictions on the use of funding.

(75)

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The proposal has been calculated based on previous delivery experience, in respect of staff time and project delivery. Match funding
income target had been identified through conversations with specific funders and identification of strategic alignment of funding
priorities.
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information
The Festival of Creative Urban Living is a strategic plan B project from Different by Design - MK's bid to become European Capital of
Culture and also is a major project within Futures 2050 - Project Six - The Creative and Cultured City. The Festival has significant buy-in
from the cultural sector. Successful delivery of the Festival will be dependent on the success of match-funding applications. However,
risk has been spread due to multiple funding applications and sufficient lead-in times. This is not a business as usual project and needs
sufficient resource allocation for additional specialist staffing support and for aspects of delivery in order to ensure high-quality delivery.

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(76)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

Paul Trendall
Sarah Gonsalves
Sarah Gonsalves
Sarah Gonsalves
50000234 - Community Benefit

Reduction in Annual Revenue Share contribution from Aspers Casino as a result of the
closure during the COVID pandemic. The income is expected to pick up to agreed levels in
2024/25. This is as per deed of variation agreement with the Casino.

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

HIGH
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Reduction in Annual Revenue Share

OP22-15N

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in
any one year
Profile
2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

375

0

-375

Total In Year
375
375
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?

0
375

-375
0

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
750

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(77)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Robert Middleton
Steve Richardson
Hazel Lewis
Hazel Lewis
50000265 - IT

Ref: OP22-8N

Cabinet Member for Resources
Director, Finance and Resources
Head of IT
Head of IT

Teams training - continuation of the 21/22 training programme, on line sessions run by
expert users
Brief description of pressure

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
External Training Support

Profile
2022/23
£'000
20

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

-20

Total In Year
20
-20
0
0
Cumulative Total
20
0
0
0
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This is an small increase to the original one-off budget pressure for the roll out of Office 365 and corporate training programme.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
20

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Teams is still an emerging and developing product and it is becoming core to all staff working lives. There is still work on going with
migration and it is important that all staff are trained. To date, not all staff have been trained and the one off budget included for Office
365 implementation has been committed.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The previous Office 365 one off funding has been managed by a specific IT officer to ensure VFM of the expenditure.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Our costs are £180 per session, or £9 per space. Based on actual attendance, the average cost was £11.25 per actual person attending
each session. Normally we have two trainers on each session, so these are great value. Based on 1800 MKC employees attending, we
could cover the rest with circa £20K.
How could risk be mitigated
The risk of staff not being trained could be mitigated by on line training documentation or staff training each other but this is not always
as successful as being trained by expert users.
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(78)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Robert Middleton
Steve Richardson
Musrat Zaman
Musrat Zaman
50000250 - HR Operations

Ref: OP22-25N

Cabinet Member for Resources
Director, Finance and Resources
Head of HR
Head of HR

Digital Recruitment Officer
Brief description of pressure

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
Digital Recruitment Officer

Profile
2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

33

Total In Year
33
33
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This was funded from one off funding in 2021/22

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

-33

0
33

-33
0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
66

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Not funding of this post would result in a budget pressure, and the need to review the future of the role

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
CLT approved a 12 month appointment in 2020 to maximise our digital reach when recruiting. This has been sucessful, and funding is to
be extended on a temporary basis for a 2 years after which we will look to fund the saving from natural wastage within the team

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The cost is calculated based on the pay scale for the role

How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(79)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22- 16N

Robert Middleton
Cabinet Member for Resources
Sharon Bridglalsingh
Director, Law and Governance
Pete Brown
Head of Democratic Services
Roslyn Tidman
Committee & Scrutiny Manager
50000037 - Centralised IT Software

Transition from existing governance / meeting management software supplier to new product.
Pressure will predominantly be in year one to transition and from then onwards revenue costs
are broadly similar to the existing system costs. The year one costs are likely to be around
£19,500 (but £5,000 additional income has been secured for 21/22 to offset these costs).
New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
POLICY CHOICE
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g., £50k in
yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

Software and implementation

15

-15

Total In Year
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
N/a

15
15

-15
0

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

0
0

Total
£'000

0
0

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Existing software would continue to be used which has low officer confidence, poor workflow and hampers effective governance processes.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
We have been able to secure £5,000 additional income for at least 21/22 via the schools forum. This mitigates £5,000 of the year one pressure.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Quotation has been received. There are limited suppliers of the required software and procurement will likely be via a framework.
How could risk be mitigated
A five year contract would give price certainty.
Other relevant information
Pressure for change has come from Councillors and s151 officer as existing product has not been able to deliver the useability and governance
functionality required.

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(80)

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
15

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22-9L

Cabinet Member for Resources
Robert Middleton
Director, Law and Governance
Sharon Bridglalsingh
Peter Brown
Peter Taylor
Local elections - 50000277

The cost of elections is dependent on whether polls are combined with any nationally
funded elections and whether the costs are shared. In some years there are no elections
at all (2025/26). In some years there will be combinations with parish elections (2021/22,
2023/24 and 2024/25), but the Council does not re-charge parishes for their element
where contested. There will be combinations with nationally funded polls in 2024/25
(Police & Crime Commissioner and potentially Parliamentary). As a general rule, Borough
wide elections cost in the region of £350,000

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr 1 + £50k in yr 2 = £100k by yr 2.
The pressure each year will vary due to central govt funding/type
of elections

Profile
2022/23
£'000
218

2023/24
£'000
19

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

-206

Total
£'000

-31

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
486

Total In Year
218
19
-206
-31
Cumulative Total
218
237
31
0
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
There is an annual budget available for local elections of around £132k (£110k for core staff/on costs). Previously there was an elections
reserve, but this was exhausted in 2019 and has had no contributions since. There are obvious inflationary pressures in elections (cost of
postage and paper) which has not built in to the budget setting process satisfactorily and has worsened year on year.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
It would not be possible to deliver safe, efficient and well administered elections without the pressure being funded.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
There is little practicable action that can be taken. Longer term, the Council could consider moving away from elections in thirds (all out
elections every 4 years), or to not fund parish elections (where a Borough election is combined with a Parish election we do not recharge
Parishes for their share of delivering the election).

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
An outline budget for polls in May 21 has been drafted which also predicts the amount that will be claimable for the Police and Crime
Commissioner elections and how many parishes are likely to be contested. Note - where an Parish election is contested there will be three
polls and the central funding will only be 1/3 of the cost. We have estimated that this will be approximately 10% of polls. Where a Parish
election is not contested there will be two polls and the central funding will be 50% of the cost.

How could risk be mitigated

Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(81)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22- 20N

Peter Marland
Leader of the Council
Director, Planning and Place-Making
Paul Thomas
Head of Planning
Jonathan Palmer
Planning Policy Manager
Andrew Turner
50000111 Development Plans

The role of supporting parish and town councils and business forums with the preparation
of their Neighbourhood Plans has been provided by the Urban Design and Landscape
Architecture team since 2019. Previously, the role had been carried out by the
Development Plans team. It is proposed to bring the role back into the Development Plans
team so that all planning policy functions would be contained within one team enabling
full oversight and understanding of the policy framework; enable a more proactive
engagement with groups preparing Neighbourhood Plans to ensure future plans are fit for
purpose; and to enable a programme of engagement with groups on neighbourhood
planning to be undertaken. To deliver the neighbourhood planning service in the way
required would need the equivalent of 1FTE senior officer. The existing Development
Plans team cannot absorb this into the existing establishment due to other demands upon
the resource, meaning a new full-time senior officer role is considered necessary. Local
Planning Authorities benefit from government grant to cover the basic costs associated
with supporting neighbourhood plans (principally examination and referendum costs),
however they would not cover the full-time costs of a senior officer. Additional salary
budget is required within the Development Plans team to create and recruit to such a role.
This is a 2 year post

Status (select)

New this year

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
POLICY CHOICE
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
1 FTE Grade G fixed for 2 years with on costs

Profile

2022/23
£'000
46

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000

-46

Total In Year
46
0
-46
0
46
46
0
0
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
A neighbourhood planning service has been provided by UDLA since 2019 with the costs of providing the service covered by the
government's neighbourhood planning grant. Previously it had been provided by the Development Plans team, either by outsourcing
and/or by utilising existing staff resource at the time.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
92

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Existing neighbourhood planning service would be delivered by UDLA. This would result in a risk associated with advice being provided
on separate parts of the statutory development plan by different services within the Council.

(82)

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Based on projected government grant in 2022/23 and 2023/24 (£62.5k), there would not be enough of a funding stream over the next
two years to fully cover a Grade G post (£34,728 per annum plus on costs), however, around 65% of salary costs would be covered by
Neighbourhood Planning grant monies.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Salary costs for Grade G post for 2 years
How could risk be mitigated
A part-time role could be created which would be fully covered by the projected income from the government grant funding. However,
it is very likely that a part-time role would not be sufficient to attract someone with the requisite experience to apply for the role. It also
would result in a maintenance of the existing service of simply reacting to plans that are being prepared. the risks associated to this are
outlined below.
Other relevant information
The service delivered by UDLA involves a senior officer spending an average of between 0.2-0.4FTE on Neighbourhood Plan work, with
peak periods taking up most of the officer’s time over a number of weeks. However, the service delivered by UDLA is reactive to
handling basic requests from groups preparing neighbourhood plans, rather than proactively guiding but also challenging groups
preparing neighbourhood plans to ensure plans are fit for purpose. This level of service resembles how the service was previously
delivered by the Development Plans team (both in-house and outsourced). To ensure all Neighbourhood Plans are of a high-quality and
work effectively (in terms of guiding of how planning applications should be determined) it is considered that a more proactive service is
required which would entail closer contact and deeper guidance being provided to groups preparing Neighbourhood Plans, and a more
robust ‘critical-friend’ and constructive challenge to groups when preparing policies. A service of this kind would necessitate
considerably more time than the 0.2-0.4FTE currently devoted to neighbourhood planning, and more than a part-time role. In
conclusion, a full-time role pitched at senior level (Grade G or above) is deemed to be required. The role would report directly to the
Planning Policy Manager.

The Council can draw upon neighbourhood plan funding from Government to help cover the costs of support neighbourhood planning
within its area, as below.
• £20k for a plan that requires a referendum (typically a new plan, or an existing plan that has proposed significant changes to it)
• £10k for an updated plan that doesn’t go to referendum.
The funds are intended to be used to cover the costs of referenda (between £3-12k depending upon the population covered by the
neighbourhood plan area) and examinations (between £3-9k depending on the scope, significance, and level of objection to polices in
the plan). Monies are claimed from Government at the end of the plan process, so any post will need to be forward funded from core
funding. Historically we have brought in £60k in 2019/20 and £40k in 2020/21, with £50k anticipated in 2021/22. Based on our
knowledge of emerging Neighbourhood Plans there is potentially a significant amount of neighbourhood planning work to undertake
over the next two years. The estimated income for the next two years is set out below. These are net incomes, after covering likely
examination and referendum costs associated with emerging plans.
• 2022/23: potentially £43.5k net income
• 2023/24: potentially £19k net income
All of this is dependent upon how the respective parish/town councils progress their NPs, but a dedicated role working proactively

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(83)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22-12L

Lauren Townsend
Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Stuart Proffitt
Director, Environment and Property
Nick Hannon
Head of Environment and Waste
Nick Hannon
Head of Environment and Waste
Environment and Waste Commissioning

Resources for delivering environment and waste commissioning cycle approach; to meet the
financial challenges facing the Council, focus on community driven outcomes, enable the
ability to start a new service aligned with our aspirations, understanding the limitations of
the current and future service and recognising the opportunity to transform the service.

Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Unchanged
INVEST TO SAVE
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

Financial Summary
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Development of commissioning cycle including establishment of
needs, comparison with existing service, outcomes, priorities,
options, stakeholder liaison, market engagement and testing,
preparing and writing new contracts, legal advice, commercial
advice and procurement support depending upon options chosen
to take forward.

Profile
2022/23
£'000

300

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

-300

2025/26
£'000

0

Total

£'000

0

0

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
300

THIS IS ONE OFF FUNDING

Total In Year
300
300
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
Pressure is new. Preparation for new Contracts and services.

-300
0

0
0

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Unable to commission new environment and waste services in a way that delivers the needs and financial savings the Council wants and
needs. New services would have to be procured using same specification, terms and conditions of existing services and would cost more.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Delivering the commissioning of the new service using existing resources would require those existing services to stop.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Experience and knowledge of similar resources at other Authorities. £1m over 3-4 years is best practice.
How could risk be mitigated
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(84)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Nicholas Hannon
Nicholas Hannon
Emberton Country Park

OP22-17N

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Environment & Waste
Head of Environment & Waste

The Emberton Country Park requires a dedicated Park Manager to manage and oversee
the facility and draw up development plans for the future Country Parks in Milton Keynes
(Blue Lagoon etc.) The expectation is that this may then result in an investment
programme and if so, a separate business case will be developed to cover this.

New this year

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

LOW

Reason (select)
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.

Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Country Parks Manager

Profile

2022/23
£'000

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000

45

-22

-23

Total In Year
45
45
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure is new.

-22
23

-23
0

2025/26
£'000

Total
£'000
0
0
0
0
0
0
68

0
0

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Demand on Emberton Country park has increased significantly as a result of lockdown. Visits have been up and the new automated
barrier system has meant that income from the park has remained steady and constant despite the facility having to shut during
lockdown. However, as the demand increases then the demand on the infrastructure continues to increase placing strain on assets.
Static caravan use is declining owing to standards of the facilities. A dedicated Country Park manager is required to lead planning on this,
engage with stakeholders, be accountable for income generation, create a business plan and manage this service together with the
proposed potential developments of a country park at Blue Lagoon and the future facility in the east of the borough as denoted in the
Council Plan.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The Community Engagement Manager has been deployed to begin undertaking major changes at this facility. This has included
operational enhancements, H&S, structural changes to personnel and creating development groups, political liaison and coordinating
biodiversity requirements as well as wider stakeholder management across at least 10 different parks users including all who have
leased properties or assets (Sailing Club, Cafe, Fishing groups, Static Caravans). The park is now at point where investment plans and
costs for redevelopment and investment have been profiled but need to be developed and delivered by a dedicated person and who
can also take the reigns for all of the groups and manage the facility together with major proposed investments for future country parks.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
The pressure is the estimated total cost of the post
How could risk be mitigated
This risk is currently being managed but it is now at a critical investment crossroads where the existing income is at risk of reducing and
an investment and commercial opportunity requires frontload investment to generate future income through an already established
and proven methodology.
Other relevant information
N/A

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(85)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures
Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Nicholas Hannon
Nicholas Hannon
Landscape

OP22-13L

Cabinet Member for Public Realm
Director, Environment and Property
Head of Environment and Waste
Head of Environment and Waste

Tree Management Pressure. One off - increased storm related costs
Brief description of pressure
Reason (select)
Previously Approved - Amended
NEW DEMAND
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than 50k in any one year .
LOW

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
e.g., £50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.

Profile

2022/23
£'000

Tree storm damage of trees across Milton Keynes

50

2023/24
£'000
-50

2024/25
£'000

2025/26
£'000
0

Total
0

£'000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
50

Total In Year
50
-50
0
0
50
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The amount of money spent on storm damage has increased three fold over financial year 2020/21. Now that surveying is conducted in
house the insurance works are contained within the £150K budget for two surveyors and insurance works. However, there is no dedicated
storm damage budget

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
Reputational risk. Health and safety risk from known at risk tree falling and no reactive responsive maintenance being available.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
This funding will assist in specific works to trees following significant storms.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
How could risk be mitigated
n/a
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(86)

OP22-21N

Outline Business Case Budget Pressures
Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Lauren Townsend
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Interim Head of Highways
Graham Cox
Interim Head of Highways
Graham Cox
Gully Cleansing Operations

Brief description of pressure

To contribute to an additional gully tanker to maintain the increased number of gully
assets.

Reason (select)
New this year
POLICY CHOICE
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
LOW
Financial Summary
Profile
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
2025/26
Total
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

The estimate for an additional gully tanker, based on existing
tanker, disposal and labour costs is £150k. This is a contribution
towards this for 22/23.

100

-100

0

0

*Note £50k in the base budget has been approved previously
and is noted on pressure P22-20L. Depending on the gully data
analysis noted below, this will be required again for 22/23,
subject to a new pressure consideration in the 22/23 budget
which we are looking to offset with other highways savings

0

0
0
0
0
0
100

Total In Year
100
-100
0
0
Cumulative Total
100
0
0
0
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The number of highways gullies have increased since the start of the contract in 2014, this is as a result of additional gullies added as
part of the adoption process and a new detailed survey of the highways which located a number of additional assets not formally
recorded prior to 2014. The original contract identified 56,000 gully assets and budgets were set to match the tendered value to clean
this amount on an 18 month cycle. We have now recorded circa 72,000 gullies which we now clean on an extended 3 year cycle due to
the increased number. The service is looking to work to an asset led approach whereby gullies most in need of cleaning will be cleaned
more frequently and others less frequently. This is in the backdrop of climate changes that are producing increasingly milder, wetter
winters and more storms during the summer months leading to surface water flooding. Failure to clean on an adequate cycle will lead to
longer term revenue costs to manually clean gullies or dig them out if they become blocked.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The authority has a statutory duty under the Highways Act 1980 to maintain the highway in a safe condition, failure to repair would
leave the authority at risk of failure of this duty, additional 3rd party claims, increased public enquiries and reputational damage. Failure
to clean gullies on an optimum cycle would also lead to longer term higher cost repairs and flooding of properties.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The length of cleaning cycles has been extended but this adds risk to the authority. We have also invested in dewatering facilities to
improve efficiencies and introduce a target cost payment mechanism to drive down costs. Introducing an asset lead approach and a new
Code of Practice for drainage maintenance, monthly financial monitoring reports on both actual and forecast spend
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Existing data from 2014/15 to date and current data from 2020/21
How could risk be mitigated
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(87)

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22 - 22N

Lauren Townsend
Portfolio Holder (select)
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Director (select)
Head of Service
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Environment & Waste
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Environment & Waste
Budget Code and Description
CMK Landscaping and advanced cleansing regime
Brief description of pressure
Considerable investment has been made into CMK Landscaping and cleansing standards
Reason (select)
New this year
NEW DEMAND
Status (select)
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year.
Risk Level (select)
LOW
Financial Summary
Profile
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
2025/26
Total
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
CMK Landscaping and Cleaning
125
-125
0
0
0
0
0
Total In Year
125
-125
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
125
0
0
0
125
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure is new.
What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
CMK is an economic and commercial heartland of the borough and the Authority has profiled significant investment into this location over
the past 24 months. This has arisen from both Annex W Investment which has included repairs to highways, paving, weed removal and
prevention, graffiti prevention and extensive tree works through to Welcome Back works and painting, cleaning and advanced landscaping
maintenance provided by the BID. There has also been increase demand from Station Square arising from works being undertaken there
and the deployment of smart litter bins. However, from this increase in one off provision there is a need to ensure that sufficient
resources are deployed to keep CMK well maintained to the levels the investment has enabled. This comes at a time when the BID is
pursuing renewal of its tenure and retention of key businesses within CMK (both commercial and retail) is essential for a strong economic
recovery. Ongoing visible investment, maintenance and commitment to the central business district is crucial to retain and attract ongoing
inward investment. Also, there are 'pockets' of CMK which would benefit from additional improvements to complement proposed
improvements in locations such as roundabout refurbishment, the new Santander, the Hotel La Tour. As such, the requirement for
additional landscaping and cleansing via a dedicated street scene team in CMK will mean that all landscaping can be delivered and
maintained within the location. It has not been decided if the best delivery vehicle for this would be the BID or the Authority. However, as
it is about improving and enhancing the baseline standard of services then MKC could be the preferred delivery partner with the BID
focusing on key locations pending their new tenure. To not fund this pressure would create risk of reduced inward economic investment,
providing a poorer reputation for CMK to businesses and visitors. Also, with an increase in the amount of residential conversions in CMK
then not funding the additional resource could mean that there is an under provision in the quality of green spaces for local residents in
the borough to enjoy.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
We have invested via Annex W, Welcome Back Fund, Trees maintenance, Highways Capital Programme, Smart Bins, Graffiti prevention
fund to keep, improve and advance the landscaping and cleansing of CMK. The BID have been a strong strategic partner to deliver Annex
W and Welcome Back programmes including maintenance, painting, cleaning, landscaping but this funding is now fully utilised and has
been spent.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Two members of crew and a supervisor - they will operate out the CMK depot so reduced cost for fuel and transport. One vehicle can be
used for major landscaping works as needed.
How could risk be mitigated
Ongoing capital work profiles in CMK through Highways enhancement fund and tree planting will work to reduce some maintenance
provision. There will also be elements of landscaping transformation in some areas of CMK to reduce maintenance costs. However, the
fixed costs for services will be required to manage ongoing residential pressure on the locale and the development of the night-time
economy.
Other relevant information
N/A
Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(88)

Outline Business Case Budget Pressures

OP22-23N

Lauren Townsend
Portfolio Holder (select)
Director, Environment and Property
Stuart Proffitt
Director (select)
Head of Environment & Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Service
Neil Allen
Head of Regulatory Services
Head of Service
Head of Environment & Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Pest Control
Budget Code and Description
Brief description of pressure
Provision of dedicated budget for Pest Control. The service has been run via one-off
Reason (select)
Status (select)
New this year
NEW DEMAND
Risk Level (select)
MEDIUM
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
Financial Summary
Profile
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
2025/26
Total
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
Pest Control - Public Land
60
-60
0
0
0
0
0
Total In Year
60
-60
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
60
0
0
0
60
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure is new.
What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
It will lead to a reduction in the environmental quality of estates, a perception of not be able to manage vermin on key estates for
residents.

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
We are working with Luton Borough Council who have an established pest control team, so have had access to a resource which has
been able to deploy locally, engage with communities and show direction in an area where we have had to relearn lost skills (such as
getting the Water Companies to bait sewers and actively pursue this which it is now doing).
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Cost to deliver services as budgeted from one off revenue provision for budget 2021/22.
How could risk be mitigated
It is expected that there would be a reduction in the number of extreme incidents related to pest control in housing estates over the next
year. This is from where we have seen improvements made in Fishermead, Conniburrow etc and then landscaping being maintained,
changes in resident behaviour and reversing conditions which are favourable for pests to live and breed within. Also, in 2023/24 there
are proposals for major capital investment into bin stores which will significantly reduce pests and the baiting of sewers will also reduce
harbourage. Therefore, the amount could reduce over time and £10K reduction could be profiled for 2023/24.
Other relevant information
N/A
Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(89)

Outline Business Case Budget Pressures

OP22-24N

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Lauren Townsend
Stuart Proffitt
Director, Environment and Property
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Environment & Waste
Nicholas Hannon
Head of Environment & Waste
Highways Land - not mapped on contract layer

Brief description of pressure

In 2014 when the Public Realm concept was first created by combining all of the different
Authority land users (Highways, Bereavement, Leisure etc) into one Council land
management estate budget. However, some land that was in Authority ownership was
not included in the contract layer. This omission means that the land is only reactively
rather than proactively managed. It is Highways land and does require proactive
management for safety, security and management of risk.

Reason (select)
New this year
NEW DEMAND
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k
MEDIUM
Financial Summary
Profile
Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost
2022/23
2023/24
2024/25
2025/26
Total
of consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures,
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
£'000
Highways land - not on contract layer
25
-25
0
0
0
0
0
Total In Year
25
-25
0
0
0
Cumulative Total
25
0
0
0
25
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
This pressure is new.
What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
There are some landscaping and land maintenance liabilities from not having maintained the land in a proactive fashion since 2014. The
land was omitted from the contract layer when the layer was created and the transferred highways land maintenance was all used for
the amalgamated land management budget. However, this land which sits as adopted highway is therefore dealt with reactively for
major issues. Instead a dedicated budget for proactive maintenance will reduce liability, risk and provide better management across all
land designated as Highways land.

Status (select)
Risk Level (select)

What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
The landscaping budget has been used for ongoing reactive works on the land to mitigate some risk. However, this is only for issues
successfully identified. There is a risk that some issues are not identified and there is an event on land that should have otherwise been
maintained to the public realm landscaping specification of cyclical maintenance.
How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
Cost for delivery of work on land identified through proactive cyclical maintenance.
How could risk be mitigated
Once the initial works have been undertaken and are delivered through a cyclical maintenance programme then the risks will greatly
reduce. This budget will also be required anyway for the future budget provision required for landscaping as this land omitted in 2014
will have to be included for the 2023 bills of quantity.
Other relevant information
N/A
Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(90)

Portfolio Holder (select)
Director (select)
Head of Service
Budget Manager / Lead Officer
Budget Code and Description

Brief description of pressure

Outline Business Case
Budget Pressures

OP22 - 14N

Cabinet Member for Resources
Robert Middleton
Director, Finance and Resources
Steve Richardson
Steve Richardson
Director, Finance and Resources
Steve Richardson
Director, Finance and Resources
Director Finance and Resources

There are a significant number of major projects being undertaken by the council over the
next 3 years which will look to renew major projects and at the same time, assist in
transforming the way the council works. To ensure that these projects are supported to
maximise their effectiveness and adherence to regulations, there will be a need to booster
finance, legal and procurement teams. This is a one off pressure over 3 years
Previously Approved - Unchanged

Status (select)

Risk Level (select)

Reason (select)

POLICY CHOICE

LOW
Financial Summary

Detail of proposal elements - e.g. cost of additional staff, cost of
consultants, cost of contractors. Enter cumulative figures, e.g.,
£50k in yr. 1 + £50k in yr. 2 = £100k by yr. 2.
Budget for legal, finance and procurement staff

Profile
2022/23
£'000
350

2023/24
£'000

2024/25
£'000
0

2025/26
£'000
0

Total

-350

£'000
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
1,050

Total In Year
350
0
0
-350
350
350
350
0
Cumulative Total
If not new, how has this pressure been funded or absorbed in previous years?
The Council will over the next 2-3 years be involved in the re-commissioning all of its major service contracts (Waste Collection, Recycling,
Highways and Housing Repairs and Maintenance) together with significant capital schemes as part of its Regeneration ambitions. This
represents a significant increase in demand for legal, procurement and finance expertise beyond normal capacity levels. Without additional
resource this work cannot be delivered within existing capacity levels.

What would be the impact of not funding this pressure? (financial impact if unavoidable, service impact if avoidable)
The new projects might not be delivered on time and in budget, may be subject to legislative or procurement challenge and therefore may
not achieve the outcomes expected. Given existing capacity and recruitment challenges some of this resource may be needed to fund
interim appointments.
What management action has been taken to mitigate this pressure? (including any offsetting savings/income generation)
Currently staff within legal, finance and procurement teams support such projects but the capacity to continue to do so coupled with the
marked increase in work over the next 3 years means that more resources are needed in the short term to deliver such projects. We will try
to limit spending by backfilling where possible and direct recruitment, which is significantly cheaper than using interims.

How is the value of the pressure calculated? (and link to any working paper)
This is based on an estimate of up to 5 additional professional team members. The budget provision is based on an average of £70k pa per
role. Actual costs will vary depending on the market position and our ability to recruit staff / need to use interims.
How could risk be mitigated
Where possible we will look to minimise cost through direct employment and backfilling where possible at lower cost. This provides
opportunities for existing employees and also helps to retain knowledge on key projects and procurements beyond the intitial work.
Other relevant information

Risk level
High
Medium
Low

Description
Very Likely to change and the impact could be significant >£200k in any one year
Likely to change and impact could be up to but not more than £200k per annum
Fixed or unlikely to change and impact less than £50k in any one year

(91)

